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INTRODUCTION
Dear readers,

Inside these pages you’ll have the opportunity to learn more about the startups and founders taking part in TechBBQ this year. You will get to  
know the products and services they’re offering, and their unique solutions to challenges across a variety of fields, from education, to  
maritime technology, impact tech and beyond. They’re building solutions using IoT, robotics, blockchain and drones. More importantly, you’ll  
discover, in their own words, what makes them tick, what motivates them, and what they’ve learned on their journeys thus far.

Tech.eu and TechBBQ wanted to create this startup report because behind each brand on an expo booth, there’s a story. There’s a story  
about a team, who’s put in an incredible amount of work day in and day out to build something entirely new. And we think that story is worth  
knowing. Each of these stories is unique, but what they share as startup founders is an uncertain road ahead. While their path forward will  
not be easy, their motivation to build solutions for the future should be celebrated. This report gives some insight into those founders and  
those stories that are shaping the ecosystem in the Nordics.

One of the key motivations behind TechBBQ is celebrate these stories, and also to recognize and support the struggle that these  
entrepreneurs go through everyday. TechBBQ further works to provide a platform to strengthen the Nordic tech ecosystem, and to  
encourage greater openness, inclusion and trust in entrepreneurship. Tech.eu is partnering with TechBBQ because of these shared values.  
As a non-profit from the very beginning, existing entirely to support the community which it serves, Tech.eu recognizes the value that  
TechBBQ offers to the local ecosystem. It is through events and gatherings like TechBBQ, where people come together and ideas are  
elevated, that startups can find the support they need to make the most impact.

We are delighted to share these stories from some of Scandinavia’s most promising new startups, and hope you enjoy getting to know them.

Happy reading!

Tanja Straagaard Jensen
PR & Communication Manager

Gabriele Darzinskaite
PR & Communication Manager

Natalie Novick
Research Editor, Tech.eu

Kristina Dorondo
Graphic Designer

Katrine Arevad
Head of PR & Communication
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TechBBQ was born in 2012 when a handful of Danish tech enthusiasts decided to have a small BBQ together. The startup
community came together, and TechBBQ has now grown a strong grassroots movement by and for the community, and plays an
important role in furthering the startup ecosystem. Since then, TechBBQ has worked to support and strengthen the Nordic
ecosystem for entrepreneurship and innovation, based on the Nordic values of openness, inclusion, trust, and meeting each other
at eye level.

TechBBQ is now Scandinavia's largest startup & innovation summit, which in 2019 will gather more than 7 ,000 Danish, Nordic and
international tech entre-preneurs, investors, and innovators. TechBBQ takes place over 2 days in the historic heart of
Copenhagen, promoting the creation of local and global networks to drive growth for startups and scaleups. With its finger on the
pulse of Danish and Nordic innovation, TechBBQ is an ideal way to understand the ongoing growth of the tech and
entrepreneurship ecosystems it showcases.



Tech.eu was founded in 2013 in response to a technology news landscape in Europe that was incredibly fragmented, as well as
a startup and business news climate that tended to ignore Europe altogether. Tech.eu was built by founders and startup
community leaders from across Europe’s technology landscape, to create something for and by the community. It is this deep
integration and connection with the tech community that drives our work today. Since it’s founding, Tech.eu has become
Europe's premier technology industry information portal and market intelligence platform.

From the beginning, one of the key aims of Tech.eu has been to track all of the funding rounds and exits in Europe, to provide
the most comprehensive and accurate record and analysis of the European technology scene. We do this by meticulously
monitoring hundreds of sources, across multiple languages and regions. Beyond data and media outputs, Tech.eu is active in
many areas across the European technology landscape, taking part in events, research and consultancy activities, to our
weekly podcast.
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TOP 10 NORDIC STARTUPS TO KEEP AN EYE ON
SELECTED BY TOP NORDIC VC’s
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VR/AR 34
ARblox  
Hololink  
MuX  
MeetinVR

IoT 8
Aguardio  
FynotiApS  
Mevia
ParagitSolutions  
RYSTA
Vevios

TravelTech 50
Drivestory  
LuggageHero  
Mapery
Travel Kollekt
Youandx

UrbanTech 60
CHAOS architects  
Smart Green Station  
Swapfiets  
WasteHero

FinTech 68
ClockworkTrader  
Commoditrader  
ePeer
Grandhood
hiveonline

AI 20
AlgoDx  
Ante
Go Dogo  
Klipworks
Motioncatch
Onerva
Sanoste

MaritimeTech 42
LorenzTechnology
Marine PerformanceSystems  
Miwire
Upteko

Impact 78
Caliber  
Cellugy
'hoodHeroes
IPM
MicroChange  
Plan A  
Råhandel  2030
Builders
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EdTech 94
EduMode  
FrontRead  
HeroSight  
LAHU
Memorix  
VitaSim

GovTech 106

eAgronom  
FoodDocs
OriginalMyBlockchain

CleanTech 112
AnywareSolutions  
CLIMAID
FlowLoop  
NoBriner
SUNDFORLUFT
Vent2U

CloudTech 124
ArchitectureQuote
ComplyCloud
Low-Fi
TrueTwins  
Ulobby  
Unbiased  
WhisprAI

LifeScience 138

AWTechnologies  
Geras Solutions  
IBIOTECHApS
Medicortex  
Vigo  VIOBAC

Startup Services 162
Dixa  
Prezentor  
TridaMedia

Automation 168

Lumebot  
SIFR
Yanu

Agri-foodtech  174

cphnano

DeepTech/Hardware 150

ATLANT 3DNanosystems  
Craft Robotics
DTE
Nerve SmartSystems  
PaciniMedico
Robotto



Aguardio
www.aguardio.com

IoT

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2017
Founders: CEOThomas Munch-Laursen and CFONiels-ArneMikkelsen

What problem does your startup solve?

Climate changeand water shortage hasbecome worldwide challenges, which needsto beaddressed.Researchshows,  
that in order to address water shortage efficiently change in human behavior is needed. Aguardio is a physical device  
designed to guide people in a more sustainable direction. Installed in the bathroom, Aguardio facilitates changes in  
shower behavior with the aim to reducewater andenergyconsumption.

What led you to start your company?

Climate changeand water shortage hasbecomeworldwide challenges, which needs to beaddressed.Research  
shows, that in order to address water shortage efficiently change in human behavior is needed. We have  
therefore developed Aguardio, a simple solution which helps people live more sustainable by changing their  
showerbehaviour.

How is your company supported?

Capital raisedasof July2019Total raised€1.39m€677kfrom private investors €253kin grants from funds €466k in loans.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

How difficult it hasbeento raisecapital andthat it hastaken significantly longer to  
onboard customers than initially assumed.Important conclusion on learning sofar is  
to focus on customers/ countries where your solution represents aneedto haveand  
not nice tohave.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Participation in Plug and Play Tech Center selection day for the 2019 Travel & Hospitality  
program endAugust in Silicon Valley. Medio September installing Aguardio at Doubletree by  
Hilton LissabonandArp-Hansen - SteelHousein Copenhagen.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Oneof the advantagesof beingastart-up in the Nordic countries is that it is incredibly easyto set up and  
run a businessin the Nordics. Oneof the biggestchallenges isaccessto venture capital.



Fynoti ApS
www.fynoti.dk

Country: Iceland  When 
Founded:2017
Founders Names: Throstur Sveinsson, Per Valter

10

What problem does your startup solve?

Burglary is a huge problem around the globe, in Denmark alone there are over 30.000 of them every single  
year and yet only 20% of danish house holds have some form of security systems installed. Fynoti is the  
home alarm system, everybody can afford. On an average, our customers are paying 49 kr. per month, with  
no startup or installation cost. Theonly thing you needto useFynoti is asmartphone andaWi-Fi connection  
in yourhome.

What led you to start your company?

Interest in wireless technology andour certainty of beingable to build ascalable product that could be  
affordable to the massesandbythat help reduceburglary.

How is your company supported?

Business Angel Investment.

IoT
Showcasing

http://www.fynoti.dk/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Getyour product out there andstart getting feedbackasap.Don't beafraid to pivot.

What is next on the horizon for you?

SeedRound,which will help usgain traction in Denmark for the next 18months and  
makeusreadyto enter new markets.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Denmark is a good country to run a startup company for many reasons, multiple startup  
gatherings, plenty of skilled entrepreneurs for sparring, it's asmall country were people like to help  
eachother. Taxdeduction for development is highly appreciated for tech startup like ours. Now we  
will be start hiring in-house developers. I still haven't run into a challenge I can relate to being  
situated in Denmark, soon we will start hiring in-house developers and I have heard that it can be  
challenging to find available skilled developers,but we will see.
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Mevia
www.mevia.se

IoT
Pitching

Country: Sweden  

When Founded:2014

Founders Names: JesperHassel

What problem does your startup solve?

Half of all medicines are not taken the way they should be. This leads to more than 8% of all  

hospitalisations which leads to enormous suffering for the patient and high societal costs. Furthermore,  

the pharmaceutical industry looses up to 37% of the their revenue due to patients not eating their pills  

as prescribed. Mevia solves this by helping patients take the right pill at the right time. This is done  

through a combination of hardware and cloud based software solutions that communicate with the  

patient, relative or carer in real-time.

What led you to start your company?
More than half of all medicines are not taken the way they should. This leads to enormous suffering for  

the patient and relatives, as well as having a negative impact on the cost of healthcare. Mevia was  

founded to be able to help patients get better, but at the same time minimize the cost on society.

How is your company supported?
Private investors, BusinessAngel Investment, Venture Capital Investment are supporting  

the company as well as customers and government grants
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

That we really canhelp patients get better andthat everything takes more time than you  
would like itto.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Scaling withcurrent and new customers

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Benefits areanopenenvironment and asound renume of the area.Challengesis that alot of  
things aredonein smaller scale.Sometimes I believewe needto risk more to gain more.
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Paragit Solutions
www.paragit.com

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Filfil, Li, Wahib, Arvan

IoT
Showcasing

Pitching

What problem does your startup solve?
The problem is that assessment of Parkinsons Disease, conducted by neurologists, is based on a  
subjective medical assessment.Thisonly provides amomentary picture of the condition and affecting  
medicine dosage and treatment. Paragit Sleeve is a smart wearable that in combination with our  
software, utilizing machine learning, continuously monitors the patient at home and transmits data  
on movement andmuscle activity. Telling how the medicin works on the patient.

What led you to start your company?

OIXlundbech.

How is your company supported?

Bootstrapped and DTUinvestment.

14
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Theamount of hard work needed,andthe importance of having the right network.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Clinical trials andIP approval.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Lowfunding andlow amount of networking events,compared to the USA.
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RYSTA
www.rysta.de

Country: Germany  
When Founded:2016
Founders Names: Julia Gebert and SvenEliasson

IoT
Showcasing

What problem does your startup solve?

Buildings and rooms are constantly threatened during their lifetime cycle by environmental  
factors and poor decision making on their utilization dueto alack of transparency of their status.  
RYSTA offers monitoring of climate parameters as-a-Service. The RYSTA multisensors measure  
room climate parameters (temperature, humidity, pressure, vibration, noise and brightness) and  
deliver the data through different FrontEnds to empower customers to make data-driven  
decisions improvingsustainability.

What led you to start your company?
RYSTAis aspin-off from laboratory technology. Thefirst early ideawas to monitorize temperature  
and humidity in laboratory fridges. As time went on and the product became more robust, we  
focused in the monitoring of spaceswithin RealEstate, where well-being canbeincreasedthrough  
our product.

How is your company supported?

After three andahalf years,RYSTAhasbeenbackedup through accelerator fundings,  
boostrapping, private investors andBusinessAngels from GermanyandUSA.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

The customer should beinvolved from the start of the innovation process.Without  
their feedbackall the time, money andefforts invested could result in waste.

What is next on the horizon for you?

In our horizont is continuous growth to bedivised. On oneside,for the moment we areoperating  
from Berlin with traction in Germany, Switzerland and Denmark. Nonetheless, our Business  
Development roadmap in 2019 and 2020 includes other four European countries for several  
purposes.

Onthe other hand,there aretwo markets outside of Europewhere RYSTAis discussingexpansion  in 
the sense of investment, subsidiary offices and/or licencing agreements. We are very excited  
about thefuture!"

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Aspart of the first cohort or UrbanTech,RYSTAhasanoffice in Denmark until Februaryof 2020. An advantage  of 
this are the insights to be gained over the Scandinavian Market. In Germany, Scandinavia is a region to  follow 
for their forward thinking, their elegant solutions and their innovative societies. We feel extremely  lucky to 
be in this priviledge position. We would like this residence in Denmark to influence our Design and  Company 
Culture. Until now there has not been more challenges aside from the language, but everyone  speaks great 
English and evenGerman!"
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IoT
Pitching

Vevios
www.vevios.io

Country: Sweden  
When Founded:2017
Founders Names: HannePålsson

What problem does your startup solve?

Alarm usersareexposedto risks alarms fail when they arein acute help need.Flawsof today's alarms
provide  afalse security. Unsafe alarms do not always guarantee contact with Alarm Centersdueto
limited reach,has  causeddeaths. Limits mobility. Vevios'communication tech, ergonomics & designgive
safety. Infinite contact  through bracelet cell phone. Latest cellular tech, in unique mini size. Feedback 
give calm. Ergonomics;  patented Panicgrip concealedbutton. Design;form encourageuse.

What led you to start your company?

I wanted to develop asafer andbetter safety alarm for elderly than it currently wastoday.
AsI  worked within the elderly careduring my studies asanindustrial designer.

How is your company supported?

PrivateInvestor, BusinessAngels andVenture Capital Investments.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Takeeveryopportunity you get to present your ideaandto meet new people, they  
could help youon your startup journey.

What is next on the horizon for you?

New Seedinvestment in order to finish developing the final prototypes for  
testing andto beable to start produce Veviosandreachthe market 2020.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

The main benefit is all the support you receive,event andmeeting opportunities.  
The challenges in Sweden is the Health system and that is harder to reach the  
medtech field asa small startup company.
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AIAlgoDx
www.algodx.com

Country: Sweden  
When Founded: 2018
Founders Names: David Becedas, Joakim Söderberg, IngerPersson

20

Pitching

What problem does your startup solve?

Today, sepsis diagnosis of hospitalised patient is dependent on manual checks of vital parameters  
performed by nurses. Manual methods will most definitely be replaced by autonomous monitoring by  
machine learning algorithms, suchasAlgoDx's algorithm ExPRESSthat accurately predicts sepsis3hours  
before onset usingonly parameters that areroutinely collected in Electronic Health Records.

What led you to start your company?

Themedical community advocates apressingneedfor improved diagnostic technologies that would  
enable the launch of therapeutic interventions before patients progress to more severe stages of  
disease. We believer that Machine Learning SaaMD can be useful solutions to predict and prevent  
disease,andwe started with intensive carewhere sepsisandacute injury remain major killers.

How is your company supported?

Bootstrapped with innovation grants. Seedround planned for Q42019.

http://www.algodx.com/
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Healthcare professionals are curious but sceptical to Artificial Intelligence. This is  
why, at AlgoDx, we useevidence-basedapproachesto clinically validate our SaaMD.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Planningto start aclinical validation trial for the sepsisprediction SaaMDin 2020.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

TheNordic region is coveredbyapublicly financed, comprehensive healthcare system. Thishasgiven  
us access to clinical datasets required for our research and proof-of-concept studies. In addition,  
accessthe Nordics constitutes anexcellent test bedfor our clinical validation trials.



Ante
www.antetechnologies.com

AI
Pitching

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2017
Founders names: Theis Rasmussen, Sebastian Axelsen, Christian Agerbeck, Christian Duffau-Rasmussen

What problem does your startup solve?

Thereare3 primary sourcesof information for legal researchfor lawyers:

-Public databases, which are terribly organized. Ante is an aggregator and search engine for  
legal information. We'vebuilt anAI tool that cancategorize and extract legal details from court  
documents andareusingthis to provide a 10xsearchenginefor legal data.

-Commercial databases,which lack depth andusability.

-Physicaldocuments andbooks,which take agesto searchthrough.

What led you to start your company?

A needto breathe new life into the legal industry, a market that hasn't changedin decades.

How is your company supported?

Self-funded anda private investor. Wearelooking for seed funding for 2020growth.

22
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Listen to your users.If you arenot the main recipient of your solution, find andlisten to the ones  
that are,becausethey know the pain better than anyone.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Refiningour AI, expanding into new legal segments in Denmark andgrowing our businessto
500.000 DKKMRR.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Benefits: Languagelocality is acompetitive advantage. Denmark hasagreat public  
benefits system,soyouneverreally risk everything.

Challenges:Languagelocality canbeascaling obstacle. TheDanishpublic system does  
not really favor high risk-taking behavior."



Go Dogo
www.go-dogo.com

AI
Pitching

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2017
Founders Names: HanneJarmer

What problem does your startup solve?

The modern dog does not get the mental stimulation that it needs in order to stay healthy. Existing  
solutions either demand the dog owner's full attention and time or they are very expensive, such as  
personal trainers /  doggie daycare. The Go Dogo solution is a gaming console for dogs that uses the  
home TVto give cues and feedback, computer vision to "see" the dog and dispenses treats as reward.  
It is automatic, adapts to each dog individually and gradually increases difficulty.

What led you to start your company?

Personal pain - needed a smart way to provide mental exercise for my dogs.

How is your company supported?

Private investors and PreSeedVentures.

24
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Themost important learning is how important it is to tell the story right - to attract funding,  
talent andcostumers.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Market validation - we will launch our product on kickstarter late September 2019.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Lots of talent at affordable costs - at least compared to Silicon Valley.



Klipworks
www.klipworks.com

AI

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2019
Founders Names: Asger Rasmussen

What problem does your startup solve?

Broadcasters want to engagethe audiencein their (tv) productions. Today,it is difficult to request specific  
content from specific users or in large scale. Users upload in different format and via different channels,  
this is time consuming for all. Klipworks deliver a video contribution platform that lets you request clips  
from your users. Our platform gives you all the user generated content in one place, ready to share. We  
automate the entire workflow andpreparethe footage for broadcasting

What led you to start your company?

After many yearsasatv-journalist in the media industry, I realized that there wasno tool or software  
to engage the viewers with video. I wanted to put my training asajournalist on formula, andprovide  
non-professionals with anopportunity to sharetheir story-

How is your company supported?

We have three angels onboard today.
26
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

On sideis the importance of defining andtesting your market segment. Wefocused  
on the corporate sector, however they are slow adapters to video (the way we see  
videoproduction at least). Also, I havelearned alot about people mangement.

What is next on the horizon for you?

After our recent pivot (media focus instead of corporate focus) wearenow onboarding  the 
first paying clients. This will open the market in Denmark and the Nordics over the  coming 12
months. With this initial traction, wearelooking for next funding round in Q4  this year.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

The benfit is that there seems to be alot of exposure and focus on the startup scene. This
attracts also alot of private investors, which is good. The main challenge is to attract the
right hires,especially on tech, sincethe competion between the startups is sofierce.



Motioncatch
www.motioncatch.dk

AI
Pitching

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2019
FoundersNames:Mathias Hedegaard& FrederikPetri Svenningsen

What problem does your startup solve?

70% of industrial work in Denmark experiencesdaily discomfort in the body, which in addition to the consequencesfor the  
employees,cost the companies 17  billion DKKannually in production lossesdueto sickleaveandreducedwork capacity.

On average, industrial workers have a sickness absence of 4 days a year, due to consequences from the physical work  
environment, which costs the company DKK36,160annually. Studieshaveshown that 40% of the absence canbeeliminated if  the
working environment is optimized. Thisis calculated with current traditional ergonomic solutions. Motioncatch ergonomic  
product is both faster andmore accurate, andwe expect to reducesicknessabsence bythe minimum of 40%. Therefore,we can  
save each company DKK 14,464 in sick leaveannually.

What led you to start your company?

We discovered an increasing need to optimize the physical working environment due to the increasing  
retirement ageandthe demand for healthy andqualified employees. Wethought we could alleviate this  
issuebycombining two technologies we developedseparately during our masters.

How is your company supported?

Motioncatch is apart of the incubator at Aalborg University andapart of the Nordic HealthTech  
Talents program issued by VentureCup Denmark.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

We learned that it is essential to talk to our customers. It is always better to go an ask the  
customer about what they areseekingto ensurethat we aredeveloping our product to fit their  
purpose.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Our next big step isusertesting of our product at five collaborating companies in October.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Themain benefit is the regional startup-programs and the accessto valuable knowledge  
from business and industry experts. The largest challenges for us, being a startup in the  
Nordics,arethe GDPRregulations becausewe arefilming at the companieswe visit.
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Onerva
www.onervahoiva.fi

Country: Finland  
When Founded:2016
Founders Names: Ville Niemijärvi, LauriLehtovaara

What problem does your startup solve?

AI

30

Pitching

What led you to start your company?
Both of co-founders grandmothers were (and still are) in homecare. The communication  
between nursesand family members waspoor and we didn't know how our grandmothers were  
doing. Wewanted to bring transparency to eldercare andat the sametime, raisethe quality of  
care.

How is your company supported?

Wehaveprivate angel investor from Switzerland andwe havegot public EU-funding.

http://www.onervahoiva.fi/en/home/
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Developing new innovations in social andhealthcare takes alot of time. Not just building the actual product,  
it might bereadyand solving real customer pain point. But to changethe working culture andintroduce new  
ways of working might take 3-5 years in a bit conservative business like healthcare. So startups need a big  
funding and innovate together with end users /  paying customers, in order to get revenue streams running  
earlier.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Our seedfund is openandwe arelooking for 500 000€ seedfunding to support scaling our  
current instant-messaging serviceandfor R&Dor our voice-operated virtual assistant.

Findingacorporate partner to collaborate in voice+ AI is something that would benefit usalso.  
We are currently working with big retail chain in Finland and have been talking with major  
bank. Bringingtheir servicesto elder customers via our voice+AI technology.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Collaboration with public social and healthcare sector is easyand we (startups) get and access  
to live environments and can co-develop solutions with for example care providers. Also the  
level of acceptancewhat comesto new technology is much higher in Nordics compared to for  
example Central Europe (Germanyetc.).



Sanoste
www.sanoste.fi

AI
Pitching

Country: Finland  
When Founded:2015
FoundersNames:Marianne Dannbom, Markku Talonen,JoukoLaurila, Mia Marttiini

What problem does your startup solve?
Physiotherapy for musculosceletal (MSK) disorders (they are injuries that affect the movement typically in back, neck, shoulders, knees and  
hip) has hardly evolved in the last 50 years although it is one of the most expensive areas of healthcare sector. This applies to the global  
market that isestimated to bearound 60 billion eurosin ayear.Thereare230million new casesof MSKdisorders annually with high demand  of 
physiotherapy. The physiotherapy market is typically very fragmented as the physiotherapy practices are small and local. The business is  not
scalable andit isverylabor intensive. Therefore in many countries there isalready now agreat shortage of physiotherapists.On the other  hand
the end-usersadherepoorly to the home exerciseprescribedbythe physiotherapist. Non-adherencehasbeenshown to beashigh as80
% in MSKdisorders. Increasedefficiency anddigitalization isurgently neededfor physiotherapy asagingpopulation increasesthe demand.

Sanoste Digital Trainer offers machine learning based AI that analyzes the efficiency of physiotherapy treatment. Sanoste solution makes  
physiotherapy lessdependent on human resourcesandtherefore increasesthe efficiency with improved productivity aswell asmeasureable  
andtrackable quality. It alsoincreasesthe scalability of physiotherapy.

What led you to start your company?
The need to developphysiotherapy.

How is your company supported?
Privateinvestors.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

You haveto believein your ideaandyourself.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Wewill launch the product late this year.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Goodinfrastructure, excellent education, the physiotherapists arevalued highly.



ARblox
www.arblox.com

VR/AR
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2018
FoundersNames:JeppeKilberg Møller & Uffe Flarup

What problem does your startup solve?

Bringing meaning to AR games through social play and creation - a whole new way to play  
together. We bring players together in social AR games that are easy to pickup and use - and  
allows usersto spendlong time creating their own games,with the use of our technology directly  
on the smartphone. Madein anaccessibletechnical platform that allows for swift production and  
release, tominimize production cost."

What led you to start your company?

Wearemotivated to useARtechnology in new innovative ways- andto makethese  
experienceavailable to the consumer market.

How is your company supported?

Wehavebootstrapped since2017,and receivedpublic funding in 2019 which leads usin to  
2020,where we arelooking for additional investment to scaleproduction andbusiness.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Welearned how importance a good partnership is,andthat running astartup isyour  
second marriage - lots of love, lots of sharing, lot of caring when raising a child/  
product together.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Our next horizon is to makeour gameproductions more LEAN,to beable to release1  
new game per month. Also, to explore existing partnership further - including a  
publishing deal in Chinaandthe Western market.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

The benefits of being a startup in the Nordics is that we work with an open mindset: We are  
exploring new technology while making the designof our solution user-centered and decisions  
data-driven. To work this way makes it possible for us to adapt to the market swiftly, and to  
discussour wayto the best solutions in a team of experienceddevelopers.Thiskeepsushighly  
motivated, while beingable to makesolutions that userswants.
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Hololink
www.hololink.io

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2019
Founders Names: Lucas Nygaard, Dennis Christensen, MartinVestergaard

VR/AR
Showcasing

Pitching

What problem does your startup solve?

Augmented reality solutions are expensive to make, requires extensive knowledge about apps &  
coding, and is rarely experiencedbyendusers,sincethey don't want to download additional apps  
or due to hardware incompatibility . We're building a drag 'n drop platform to create interactive  
augmented reality experiences and distribute them as websites, accessible with 85% of  
smartphones worldwide, withoutdownloading anything.

What led you to start your company?

We've been working with augmented reality for several years while we've been waiting patiently for  
the tech to go mainstream. In 2019, we decided to take matters into our own hands by creating a  
platform that solves the biggest problems for AR to go mainstream, and offering it to innovative  
companieswho areeagerto implement ARasthe worlds 8th massmedium in their communications  
and day to dayoperations.

How is your company supported?

Webootstrapped for the first 6 months. In Julywe recievedaninvestment from Inno Booster and  
this fall we'll beraising apre-seedround to turn our early adopters into payingcustomers.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Wecontinue to beamazedbythe hugepotential of augmented reality, to disrupt anumber of sectors. Once  
we tell brands andcompanies that the technology is here,andeasierto implement than ever,ideasstart to  
fly around the room in a waywe neverimagined possible.

When we first started out, we thought we where gonna use our tech to build customized AR solutions, at  
scale. But after talking to more than 50 companies, we learned that there's almost too many possibilities  
with AR.Thesepossibilities emergedonly becauseour tech makesit affordable to build ARexperiences,and  
accessibleon anysmartphone in only 3 clicks - without downloading anything. Sowe've recently pivoted into  
beinga platform, for anyoneto start exploring the possibilities of augmented reality.

What is next on the horizon for you?

We're currently working with aselect group of partners for testing out our closed alpha. In the  
fall we'll belaunching our beta at the worlds biggest tech conference, WebSummit in Lissabon  
aswell asa number of exciting projects within education, advertising andmore

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Theeducation level is really high in the nordics and we're in love with the relaxed culture, which makesit  
incredibly easyto reachout to people andcreate meaningful businesstogether.
Thenordics consists of some of the most digitalized countries in the world, which makesit the perfect place to  
start the democratization of augmented reality. The main benefit is the easy access to soft money, talented  
employees and networkingopportunities.
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MeetinVR
www.meetinvr.net

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2016
Founders Names: Cristian EmanuelAnton

VR/AR
Showcasing

Pitching

What problem does your startup solve?
Organisations need a convenient solution to connect their global teams in an effortless manner.This  
means spending less time and money on travels, reducing the number of iterations and empowering  
their people with tools to maximise their productivity. MeetinVR combines the flexibility of online  
meetings with the interactivity of in-person meetings, enabling people to get together in
customisable  virtual workspaceswhere they cantalk, interact, andfeel asif they aresharing the same
space.

What led you to start your company?
Our founder, Cristian, wasinspired bythe creative power of VR.Hesawthe possibilities brought about  
byimmersive technologies andwanted to bring in asocial dimension to virtual experiences.Thisway,  
we started with acollaborative environment that wasintended for creative collaboration andthen we  
narrowed down the product to what it hasbecometoday: virtual businessmeetings.

How is your company supported?
Wehavegotten our initial funds asagrant from DTU Skylab,almost ayearagoin the amount of  
75.000DKK,of which we still havetrace amounts.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Wehaveseenasteep learning curve when it comesto interaction in avirtual environment.  
For example, we experimented with different prototypes so we could observe how  
important virtual embodiment, locomotion types, tools and interactions areto beable to  
extract value from virtual experiences.

What is next on the horizon for you?

The enterprise collaboration market is growing rapidly, and VR is improving in quality and reaching a  
more mature stage - more and more companies are ready to adopt it. We think VR will be the primary  
waypeople will work andconnect in the future. At MeetinVR,we seethe value of connecting virtual and  
physical spaces to optimise office space, boosting productivity and consolidating team identity for  
distributed teams. We have seen a progression from curiosity to adoption in enterprise VR and we look  
forward to VRbecoming the norm in enterprise collaboration.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

The Nordics enjoy a tight-knit community with a highly educated pool of talents who is eager to  
jump into the startup ecosystem.Denmark hasactually oneof the world’s highest rates of startup  
companies created per capita. Improvements could beseenif the public sector would haveamore  
active role in supporting startups, particularly in the early stages.
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VR/AR
Showcasing

MuX
www.decochon.com

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2016
Founders Names: EduardoFouilloux

What problem does your startup solve?
Music hasalways beensocial,but with MuX,youcancreate andhear it at the  
sameplacein 3D.Our ambition isto build aneconomy basedon the social:
streaming andthe exchangeof MuXmachines.

What led you to start your company?
MuX camefrom people who love stories, sound, graphics andcomputers. Westarted astudio to craft playful  
software in Viborg, home of the Animation Workshop, a great school and source of inspiration for MuX.  
Something became clear: Sound = Motion. MuX took this as a principle and used it to visualize what is  
happeningto the soundviaanimation. It becamethe enginewith modular blocks.

How is your company supported?

It's not yet supported, but we are in promising dialogues with different private Inversters,
start- up accelerators, Oculus and other like-minded institutions. Otherwise we support the
company through collaborations with technical universities, sound schools and artist around
the world.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

The team is very important and in the tech world especially. It is important to have different  
viewson the product from different angles,andthis iswhy we structure the team aswe do - it is  
about goodchemistry, making surewe arestaying innovative andkeepexpanding.

What is next on the horizon for you?

We are working on series called Powered by MuX, which is a custom-made series of  
instruments. Theinstruments will bereleasedonebyonethe rest of the year,andin this  
way we keep feeding theMuX engine.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

I really like the flat structure and great possibilities of partnering up with different  
institutions. It's my opinion that this is well connected to the good amount of trust I got  
for people in the Nordic tech industry. Sometimes it takes some time to seal the right  
deals,but this meanspeople do athorough consideration, onceagainbuilding the trust.
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LorenzTechnology
www.lorenztechnology.com

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2014
Founders Names: Lars Lorenzt, HelgeMunk

MaritimeTech

42

Showcasing

What problem does your startup solve?

Within Security,Safety and Surveillance there areservicesthat today lack quality, takes to much time  
andcomeswith to high asafety risk for the employees. With LorenzTechnology's drone software we  
optimize the processeson all parameters. With LorenzTechnology's software companies areable to  
gather relevant data using drones and do all planning and execution of drone flights in the same  
intuitive online basedsystem! Dueto the onboard LorenzAI-Link®the drone canact intelligent.

What led you to start your company?
The vision that dronescould bring value to the security industry.

How is your company supported?

http://www.lorenztechnology.com/
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

The winning team, strong investor support, excellent ecosystemand"close to  
market product development" pavesthe wayto success.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Scalingour businessto fulfill our "born global" vision.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

LorenzTechnology isblessedbeingpart of a extremely strong ecosystemOdense  
Robotics providing value for both robotics and drone innovation AND attracting  
attention from potential customers andinvestors from all overthe world.



Marine PerformanceSystems
www.marineperformancesystems.com

MaritimeTech
Showcasing

Country: TheNetherlands  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Frode Lundsteen Hansen, Fulko Roos, Pieter Kapteijn

What problem does your startup solve?

Global shipping consumes7%(400 Mt) of all transport fuels but causes3%,13%and 15%of global  
CO2,SOXandNOXemissions. Technology transition is needed,but no single alone technology can  
deliver the efficiencies required. MPS has developed a concept that combines and integrates  various 
proven, but also emerging performance enhancing technologies and big data into one  seamless
solution (MPSSolution), tailored to the configuration and operations of the specific ship.

What led you to start your company?

The Shipping Industry is foced to undergo a transition from heavy polluters to become clean shipping. In  
2020,the industry hasto reduce85% of the sulphur in marine fuel, while in 2050 becomezero-emission on  
newbuild. However,the existing fleet consists of 91,000vessels. Wehave apatented technology that canbe  
retrofitted to anexisting ship,whereby it significantly reducesfuel consumption andlowers emissions.

How is your company supported?
The company hasto date beenself-funded bythe founders.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Thedynamicsof anindustry that bynature is conservative,but dueto  
environmental pressuresbeingforced to becomeinnovative.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Our technology will beinstalled on the first vesselin March 2020,which will  
validate the registered laboratotydata.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Theheadquarter is located in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, but hasasalesoffice  
in Hellerup,Denmark.

4 5



MiWire
www.miwire.net

MaritimeTech
Pitching

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2016
Founders Names: David Fleischer

What problem does your startup solve?
Usage of satellites is very expensive. Increasing networking of ships and their equipment will  
require internet access to stay competitive. Seafarers suffer from bad connectivity. Recruitment  
potential increaseswith rising internet standards „on-board“. Bestconnection with data speedup  
to 300 Mbit/s. Using the existing mobile data network while close to shore. Multiple directional  
antenna bundle the capacity andimprove userexperience"

What led you to start your company?

A need for thesolution.

How is your company supported?

Privateinvestors, BusinessAngel Investment, Bootstrapped, Soft money.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Most important learning isto listen andadapt.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Starting the development processof MiWire Sea.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Innovation and start-ups have become trendy, and private investors are  
welcoming new ideas,eventhough Nordic investors areunwilling to paythe price  
andmore startups arechoosingto look abroad

4 7



Upteko
www.upteko.com

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Mads Jørgensen

MaritimeTech
Showcasing

What problem does your startup solve?
Wearecreating aflexible drone system for large vessels.Thesystem will beable to assist the  
crew in docking their vessels, perform search and rescue missions and many other tasks for  
the crew on board. A drone system that is installed on the vessel. This includes a drone that  
fly in offshore weather conditions, acharging station andsoftware that enablesthe drone to  
automatically performtasks.

What led you to start your company?

A desireto build awesomenew drone technology for the maritime sector

How is your company supported?

Grants, investors andloans.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Your visibility equals yourluck.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Scale up and sellproducts.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Denmark is definitely oneof the best placesto havea start-up. Thereisa  
ton of support to get here.



Drivestory
www.drivestory.dk

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Tommy Hansen, JensChristianNielsen
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TravelTech
Showcasing

What problem does your startup solve?
The local history of an area is often overlooked. Small towns does not have enough
money to promote themselves. We can promote the tiniest story via our app-based
solution.

What led you to start your company?

A specificproblem.

How is your company supported?

Support by TourismX (EUprogram).

http://www.drivestory.dk/
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

It is important to present the ideato many people in order to get feedback.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Further development andthen hopefully funding.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Don't know.



LuggageHero
www.luggagehero.com
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TravelTech
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2016
Founders Names: JannikLawaetz

What problem does your startup solve?

As a traveler, you want to maximize your time for holiday or business. LuggageHero lets you  
quickly drop off baggage downtown in alocal businessand pick it up when convenient. Weuse  
retail shopslike coffee shops,cafés,andevenhotels.

What led you to start your company?
Whentraveling andusingAirbnb, I sawaneedfor a place to store my luggage.As  
an Airbnb host in Copenhagen, my guests had the same need. That led to the  idea
of LuggageHerousingexisting businessesfor luggagestorage.

How is your company supported?
Venture CapitalInvestmen.

http://www.luggagehero.com/
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Tocreate something is veryrewarding, but actually executing it is challenging and,of  
course, crucial. You can talk about an idea all you want, but seeing it through is  
something that takes time, patience, funding, agood team, family support andmany  
hours of hardwork.

What is next on the horizon for you?

LuggageHerois on anaccelerated growth plan. We're adding 40 cities in Europeand  
North America this year and also recently acquired a competitor. We're also diving  
more into partnerships, which we seeanother crucial path to growth.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Theoverall environment is supportive for startups, which helps alot. I like that we  
havegood social benefits in general -- that helps attract talent. But on the flip side,  
labor can be expensive, relativelyspeaking.



Mapery
www.maperyapp.com

TravelTech
Showcasing
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Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2015
Founders Names: OliverLassen

What problem does your startup solve?

Beingdigital in aconservative world. Thehotel should haveadigital appearance,but not remove  
focus from guests and service, to coding and design, will be fatal and expensive. In a highly  
competitive industry all sales,ratings and guestsmatter. Within 14dayswe launch ahote appon  
Appstore and Google Play, and we will handle everything. The app will focus on communication  
between hotel andguest andimprove the hotel ratings, feedback,sales,serviceand optimize the  
time in thereception

What led you to start your company?
My parents hasbeenrunning hotels my entire life, therefore I basically grew up in the hospitality  
industry and have been passionate about it ever since. At the age of 14 I began to wonder how  
hotels could prolong their service to guests distant from the hotel and improve the hotel  
experience as awhole.

How is your company supported?

Bootstrapped andinvestment from Wonderful Copenhagen,TourismX.

http://www.maperyapp.com/
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

"Sell your product before youbuild it."

What is next on the horizon for you?

Launchingthe product andincluding IoT,AI andBigdata to innovate the hospitality  
industry.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

I think the main benefit of building astart-up in the Nordics (Denmark) is the easy  
access to free counseling and advises from experts. The biggest challenge is how  
difficult and problematic it gets when dealing with banks e.g. opening a business  
account.



TravelKollekt
www.travelkollekt.com
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TravelTech
Showcasing

What problem does your startup solve?

Travel Kollekt meets agrowing demand for travellers to haveresponsible, curated expert content  giving 
them the power to create their own travel books. We bridge digital with analog, using  reverseprinting to
create atactile, aesthetic experience. Travel Kollekt is apersonal planning and  book editing tool, created to 
address the challenges of researching and planning for a trip. A  simple, yet UXand design-driven way of
structuring and engagingwith travel content/inspiration.

What led you to start your company?
Travel Kollekt wasborn from apersonal need.After atrip to Myanmar, Louiserealized that the time invested in  pre-trip
researchhasadirect impact on the quality of later memories. That is,travel time may beshort, but good  planning helps
create memories that will last forever. Sowhy not to create atool that assists organize the mess  of the planning process
andthat helps celebrate the researchinstead?

How is your company supported?
Bootstrapped, pre-seedinvestment from Internationsl accelerator programme - Next Media Accelerator  andEU
funds through DanishInnovation programme, TourismX from Wonderful Copenhagen.

Country: Denmark  
When Founded: 2017 
Founders Names: Louise  Brandstrup Zastrow

http://www.travelkollekt.com/
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Watching travelers who signup andinteract with the platform andhow they use the  
product. That gives it immense insights and leraninga into how we can develop to  
create value andimpact for responsible anddispersetourism in the future.

What is next on the horizon for you?

We are working to develop a set of metrics for how/if our solution creates value for the traveler, to  
ensure that we not only measure the quantitative data from our platform, but also establish a  
framework for measuring impact andvalue of the experiencethat we want to create. Wer arelooking  
for partners to help us scale meanwhile we have just launched out first content chapter on  
Copenhagen.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

+ / / We're small andhierachies arepractically non-existing soit is easyto reachthe people you  
want tocollaborate with.

+ / / Strong visual andaesthetic culture, makesit abig plus to talk about beingaDanish,design  
driven company outside thenordics.

- / / Beingacreative, lifestyle startup with aphysical product makesit challenging to obtain  
funding andattention locally, found it easierto get attention outside of the country.



YOUANDX
www.youandx.com

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2017
FoundersNames:Maybritt Toft Bisp andFrederikDuckert
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TravelTech
Showcasing

What problem does your startup solve?
The existing market for booking inspirational speakers lacks booking of specialists(not only  
celebs),transparency on price, calendar availability andaddedfunctionalities for high volume  
bookers(companieswith many events) andspeakers.A portal where youcanfind inspiration  
and inspirational speakers, and seemlessly interact and book with the speakers with full  
transparency on availability, price and more. Special features for high volume clients and  
products of sharedservices.

What led you to start your company?
Webelievethat there isaneedto conveniently beable to find andbook relevant  
knowledge experts and inspirational speakersfor companies and organisations

How is your company supported?
Wearefunded by9 private investors with equity andThe danish growth  
fund"vækstfonden" has issued a growthloan.

http://www.youandx.com/
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Thereis aneedfor convenienceand transparency in this businessarea(also)  
Networking andfunding focus is crucial andneedsto beconstant
Build sustainable team with diversprofiles.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Complete Initial Product RoadMap allowing scalability  
Onboard Live clients onPEP
Build integrations towards other booking
platforms(TourismX)  International expansion

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

There is a general acceptance of new product and services.  
It ispossibleto get into contact with relevant stakeholders.



CHAOS architects
www.chaosarchitects.com

Country: Finland  
When Founded:2017
Founders Names: Natalia Rincon, JorgeUrias
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UrbanTech
Showcasing

What problem does your startup solve?

Asurbanization accelerates, the significance of city data becomesmore relevant. Thecreation of  
forecasts through big data and crowd insights is crucial to solving problems such as housing,  
climate change, and transportation. We are the only Smart City platform powered by AI and  
crowd insights who offers cities, citizens, and businesses a platform where they can jointly  
innovate, interact, anddesignvaluable data for a better living environment.

What led you to start your company?
CHAOSwasfounded bythe group of practising architects who sawabig challenge in urban  
planning: the lack of citizen participation, and the amount of underused urban data. Since  
then, CHAOSstarted shapingto what it is now, anAI urban platfrom for crowd inisghts and  
urban forecats.

How is your company supported?
Business Angel Investment.

http://www.chaosarchitects.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Firstly, It isveryimportant to start testing your product early on. Listen to your  
market industry to developyour product in line with the current needs.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Next, CHAOSis planning to further strengthen its AI urban algorithms. Later this  
year, we will launch our new package called "CHAOS assets" that will bring data  
insights on Real Estate and asset management. We will also be furtherexpanding  
into the Nordic market, andthen the US.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

In our case, firstly, we are happy to be in the region that one is the leading one what  
comes to the access to open data. This is important for the most data companies, and  
especially the onesthat areoperating within Smart Cities andUrban Tech.Secondly,the  
Nordic ecosystem has a very strong and supportive innovation ecosystem that is  
booming with matchmaking, networking, andtech events of all kinds.
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UrbanTech
Showcasing

Smart GreenStation
www.smartgreenstation.se

Country: Sweden
When Founded:2019
Founders Names: Rodrigo Godoy

What problem does your startup solve?
Increased maintenance and operation cost for urban infrastructure, Lack of  
infrastructure for E-bikes. Modular stations, equipped with sensors, WiFi and other  
optional devicespowered with solar panels. Stations canbe easily assembled,modified  
or repaired.

What led you to start your company?

The ideaof encouraging the use of clean energyfor urban infrastructure andtransport

How is your company supported?

Private investors andincubators.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Wehaveto install our first station with areal customer in order to breakthe dominant  
scepticism towards innovativeideas.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Defining more accurately our bussinesmodel andrealise a deal with anordic  
customer.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Access to clean technology is more easy, advantages in the use of clean energy is well  
known andsupport for start upsis relatively easyto find. On the other hand,competition  
ismore difficult andthe concept is maybenot that innovative compared to other ideas.



UrbanTech
Showcasing

Swapfiets
www.swapfiets.com

Country: TheNetherlands  
When Founded:2014
FoundersNames:Martijn Obers,RichardBurger,Dirk deBruijn

What problem does your startup solve?  

What led you to start your company?

Swapfiets started in atypical way. A group of friends come up with agood ideaandjust tried it  
out - analways working bike on amonthly subscription. It turned out to bea great concept.
After aperiod of fixing up bikesourselves,Swapfiets hasnow arrived at apoint where we have  
designedour own bicycle and started expanding our serviceto agrowing number of cities. The  
iconic blue front tire is placed on every bicycle. This way you can always tell which bicycles  
belong to Swapfiets and who is part of our family. Meanwhile, more and more people are  
finding out just how convenient Swapfiets is. Epicservice,madeeasy.

How is your company supported?
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Theconcept wasvalidated beforehand in the Netherlands, but aninternational growth  
strategy presented a lot of fresh hurdles! Although both the Netherlands andDenmark  
are renowned for their cycling cultures - these cultures are very different. This was  
something we learned early on in Denmark and sometimes the concept had to flex to  
meet unique demands. We learned that our customers were our best resource when  
dealing with this problem, and drew upon them for advice and ideas. Our customers  
have shaped Swapfiets Denmark as ithas developed.

What is next on the horizon for you?

We’vealways hadonegoal - a blue wheel in everybike rack,everywhere. We’re well on  
our wayto 10,000 this yearandwill rocket past 20,000 next!

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?
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UrbanTech
Showcasing

WasteHero
www.wastehero.io
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Country:Denmark
When Founded:2017
Founders Names: Hussam Mansour

What problem does your startup solve?

Private businesses and municipalities are not served properly by their waste collectors. Bins are  
emptied when they areonly half full, or overflowing for which the owner paysapenalty. Evenempty  
bins are “emptied” and the owner is invoiced. WasteHero brings dynamic pick-ups to private  
businesses and municipalities, so they only pay for emptying of full bins, saving up to 70% on their  
waste collection.

What led you to start your company?

Onedaywe were sitting in the classroom next to the window in anengineeringclass,watching  
the bin being emptied half full or empty continuously. Thissparkedthe ideato optimize waste  
collection usingIoTsensorsmounted inside of the bin.

How is your company supported?
Our startup issupported bysoft money funding andrevenue.

http://www.wastehero.io/
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

The importance offocus.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Next isto start making saleson our products.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion, are  
the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Easyaccessto soft money,help/advice andresourcesto get started.  
Harder to find resourcesto scale.



FinTech
Showcasing

ClockworkTrader
www.clockworktrading.net

Country:Denmark
When Founded:2018
Founders Names:SamyTessierandRasmus KochNielsen

What problem does your startup solve?
Problem:
1) Trading and investing are too complex and time-consuming to participate. 2) The traditional financial  
markets and the new digital market areseparated to frustration among traders. 3)Most people seethe crypto  
market as the WildWest.

Solution:
1)Simplified trading platform with userfocused interface. 2)Usersobtain full exposureto anyfinancial asset  
in oneplatform. 3)Userswill besecuredwith regulated crypto trading like traditional brokerages."

What led you to start your company?
Firstly, trading andinvesting aretoo complex and too time-consuming for most people to participate in even though  
that investing is a necessity to grow one's prosperity. Secondly, the traditional financial asset markets and the new  
digital assetmarket areseparated forcing traders to split up funds between exchangesor to transfer funds between  
exchange,bank account andexchangeto obtain exposureinto both markets. Thirdly, substantial assetmarkets are  
still greatly illiquid, which makesit difficult for people to trade the assetownership, e.g.unlisted company shares.

How is your company supported?
Private Investors, Business Angel Investment, Acceleratorand Bootstrapped.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Learning the importance of commercialization; that a great product and technology  
doesnot leveragea solid businesssingle-handedly aswell asthorough understanding  
for segmentneeds.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Closingour current funding round of which is 80% committed. Launchingour Beta  
andhaving 500 userstrading on our trading platform while we scalethe platform  
for the hard launch in Q22020.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

The main benefit is clearly that there is this branding value of creating solid andsafe  
products beingfrom the Nordics. The main challenge is alessnurtured tech startup  
environment with limited and tedious access to capital, however, there is focus on  
this challenge andit seemslike we aremoving in the right direction.
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Commoditrader
www.commoditrader.com

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Ida Boesen & JulieKochFahler

What problem does your startup solve?
Farmersarerather limited in their market insight andaccess,with monopoly like structures in the  
industry locally. Thismeansverylittle price competitiveness, which affects their economy asthese  
trades account for 70-90% of the yearly turnover. Bycreating anonline marketplace that makesit  
possible to compare prices across many potential buyers and suppliers, when including logistics  
cost on the price, it suddenly becomespossible to receiverelevant pricesfrom many.

What led you to start your company?

Industry insights led usto the needfor optimization of the trade patterns in the  
agricultural industry.

How is your company supported?

Privateinvestors.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

That we haveto scalefast andreally get under the skin of the markets we enter asfast as  
possible,asthe value of this isun-comparable.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Launching in Poland and Ukraine + scaling the company in general. -Last  
weekwe launched in Romania,coveredby61media channels,which sent us  
off in the best possible way,with lots of usersjoining the platform.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Denmark hasbeenafront runner for development in the ag sector for more than 50  
years,andthis really givesusagreat advantageswhen entering new markets, being  
that wearealready well integrated in the Danishag-industry.
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ePeer
www.linkedin.com/company/epeer

Country: Poland
When Founded:2018
Founders Names:Maciej Jarzab, Marcin Bierut

What problem does your startup solve?
Solvingmajor problem of financial liquidity - lack of possibility to conduct safe,quick investment and  
borrowing of small amount of money. Matching investors and borrowers through our Artificial  
Intelligence system,encouraging youngpeople to support eachother asabasisof social economy.
Revolutionising peer-to-peer lending transactions, creating webplatform andmobile app.

What led you to start your company?
During my high school and at the university, most of my friends have been dealing with the cash  
flow problems. On the onehand, there is no possibility of asafe,quick andprofitable investment.  
On the other hand, there is no possibility of a quick, easy, short-term, anonymous loan. That's  
why I havestarted ePeer- "financial tinder".

How is your company supported?
ePeerhasstarted local cooperation with local andglobal partners to meet all the expectations of the userson the  
platform i.e.: 1) Google 2) Microsoft 3) Agorai 4) EY 5) Algolytics 6) Iconity 7) Geek Force 8)Billon.
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

The whole process of building an innovative start up is long and complicated. Every founder has to  
beopen for the changesand new functionalities. Thereareno shortcuts when you develop your start  
up. Bepatient andalso braveto achieveall the goals.

What is next on the horizon for you?

We are conducting internal pilotage, 200 real transactions, last stage before Proof-of-
concept (PoC) on the polish market in the IVquarter (1000 transactions until the endof  
the currentyear).

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Wearenot located in the Nordics.
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Grandhood
www.grandhood.dk

Country: Denmark
When Founded:2017
Founders Names: Jon Lieberkind, Mathias Bredkjær &Jens Kam

What problem does your startup solve?

Pension is broken for small businesses. Today, small businesses are left with expensive,  
complicated and time consuming pension products. Asaconsequencemany employeeshave  
chosen not to realize their savings potential. Grandhood will change this. Grandhood is a  
100% digital B2B pension solution, which allows us to have low onboarding, administration  
andadvisorycosts anda more simple anddirect customer acquisition strategy.

What led you to start your company?

Thepension industry is broken. 350.000 employeesin Denmark working in SMEs,do not haveaccess  to 
a fair pension savings plan. Therefore, we have developed a 100% digital and voluntary  occupational
pension plan for this underservedsegment. Webelieve that accessto apension isnot  only for
employeesin larger companies.

How is your company supported?

Business Angels, VCs andInnoBooster.
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What has beenthe most important learning onyourstartup journey,thus far?

How important the team is for becoming succesful. Both in terms of getting investment and
to grow your company and get customers. Investors would rather invest in a Bidea with an A
team than theopposite.

What isnext onthe horizonfor you?

Getafoothold in the Danishmarket, get a product-market-fit andthen move on to other  
Europeanmarkets.

If yourstartup islocated in the Nordics,what, in youropinion, are  the
main benefits andchallengesof beingastartup here?

Definitely the startup andFinTechecosystemsthat we arebuilding here.Weareon avery  
good track globally in terms of making succesful, innovative and pioneering companies.
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hiveonline
www.hivenetwork.online

Country:Denmark
When Founded: 2016
Founders Names:SofieBlakstad, Matt Mims

What problem does your startup solve?

Small businessesmakeup half the world's economy but don't get accessto capital andmarkets. Most SMEs  don't work at
PCsall dayandthe majority in developing economiesdon't havebank accounts, leaving them  vulnerable to exploitation. 
We use a unique combination of blockchain, ML, contracts and behavioural  reputation to provide agreement and financial 
management with fact-based, tailored trust profiles, over  mobile. It works without accessto wifi andin Africa, without
banks.

What led you to start your company?

We'vespent careersbuilding and transforming banks,but banksdon't help the businessesthat needsupport the most -
despite the fact micro- andsmall businessesform over half the world's economy. Wesawanopportunity to changethe  
wayeconomiesarebalanced,byhelping the smallest businessesget accessto credit andmarkets they deserve.
Blockchain presents new opportunities to reachthe most excluded people,who can't get accessto the standard financial  
system,andwe've found this is also ahugemarket opportunity sowe're working with NGOsto help them build business  
communities inAfrica.

How is your company supported?

Business Angel, Techstars,Bootstrapping andnow customer revenue. 76
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What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Only hire people who align with our values. As a values driven organisation, we've  
found that those people who share our vision are the ones who can all contribute to  
building better product, andcustomer experiences. They also stick with usthrough the  
rough times!

What is next on the horizon for you?

Since our launch in Niger, we've been contacted by many NGOs who share the same problem, so
we're working on syndicating our blockchain-based savings,lending and reputation platform for
the millions of financially excludedentrepreneurs who canbenefit from it.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Benefits: The Fintech Lab isagreat community for a blockchain startup, and  
it's easyto get accessto regulators, universities, governments etc.

Challenges:Raisingmoney for aproject basedlargely on African rollout seems  
to benearly impossible, asinvestors don't understand the market or business  
model.
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Caliber
www.groupcaliber.com

Country:: Denmark  
When Founded:2018
FoundersNames:ShaharSilbershatz andVladimir Verchinine

What problem does your startup solve?
Traditional brand & reputation monitoring only follows people who arevocal online or usescostly  
market research. Companiesthus waste money on non-actionable insights that fail to inform the  
right decisions to build trust and reputation. Caliber surveysall audiences(not just vocal ones) and  
generates real-time perception data that is more representative and accurate. The data informs  
decisionsandproveseffectiveness, reducing researchcosts andincreasing reputation & revenues.

What led you to start your company?
Thedream to make businessesmore trusted and trustworthy (and the realization that they lack  
tools to managereputation effectively)

How is your company supported?

Bootstrapped.

http://www.groupcaliber.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

It's about people - not technology(what matters for success is not how good the  
technology is,but how well you understand the people who may use it andtheir needs-
andhow good the people in your team areat working with clients andusersto help them  
achieve their goals).

What is next on the horizon for you?

International expansion, adding predictive analytics through machine learning,  
opening platform for 3rd party services,becoming the standard stakeholder data  
dashboardfor Comms/Marketing departments within global enterprises

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Benefits: access to knowledge and talent, a business community that prioritizes trust-
building andstakeholder relations (which our solution is focused on), easeof setting up a  
new company anddoing businessin general,transparency

Challenges:small sizemeanslessinternational talent, smaller investor community and  
lower visibility on world stage.
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Cellugy
www.cellugy.com

Country:Denmark  
When Founded:2018
FoundersNames:Deby,ParunandIsabel

What problem does your startup solve?

Flexible packaginghasavital role to play in containing andprotecting food asit movesthrough the  
supply chain to the consumer. However, the excellent mechanical and barrier properties enabled  
through the use of multiple thin layers of different plastic materials, result in its main challenge:  
recyclability. Thisis alot of waste that is not managedin aproper way,leading to big lossesfor the  
economy and theenvironment.

What led you to start your company?
Tomake asustainable environment sothat the next generation will beable to still  
experiencethe purenessof the world we areliving in.

How is your company supported?

Apart from the founders themselves, Cellugy hasbeensupported byvarious Institutions in Denmark. Our product,  
ecoFLEXY, research and development are supported by Climate KIC, InnoBooster and Future Food Innovation  
programs. Being part of Accelerace and Agro Food Park in Aarhus, Cellugy has gained quite intensive coaching on  
businessdevelopment andaccessto network in food industry. Wejust were recently awarded with the H2020SME  
phase1from EUto support uson market feasibility.

http://www.cellugy.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Beingable to engage the right partners to develop your ideainto something tangible is  
crucial to accelerate the company’s development. On top of that, we learned that no  
solution is perfect enough to addressthe problem that we aregoing to tackle. Pivoting  
on potential solution isaturning point to determine the direction of your company.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Wearecurrently planning to set up the the pilot production line of our biomaterial while in  
parallel securedthe IPfor our product, ecoFLEXY.Strengthening partnership with packaging  
providers, our potential customers and waste producers would be the next important  
milestones for Cellugy’sdevelopment. Wearesurely going to require anamount of capital/  
resources to be able to execute these plans, therefore we strongly encourage any relevant  
institutions/ parties or collaborators to get in touch with Cellugy andtogether explore the  
possibility to work on sustainable agenda.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

The environment in Denmark supports Cellugy as a pioneer in creating biomaterial using  
biowaste. Starting from how easyit is to create the company,accessto industry through various  
network, and public fund available to support start-up that is still in R&D stage. Somehow, the  
chickenand eggproblem still exists in funding, evenfor seedand specially for abiotech company  
that require quite somecapital evenwaybefore the product available in the market.



Impact'hoodHeroes
www.hoodheroes.co Showcasing

Country:Denmark
When Founded: 2018
Founders Names:Frederik Rubens Mortensen (CEO) &Jonas Bruun Jacobsen (CTO)

What problem does your startup solve?
Brand sustainability is becoming a decisive criterion for consumers, employees & investors in  everyday
life. Currently however, the demandedinfo & options arehard to find, compare or trust let  alone 
engage with & reward - to everyone's loss. The market needs a single hub to connect &  empower the 
demand & supply for sustainability. HoodHeroes.co uses crowdsourcing and  gamification to
showcase,rate & co-create sustainable brands - soeverybodycanfind andbecome  everydayheroes.

What led you to start your company?
'hoodHeroes is born out of a fruitful cocktail of frustration and hope. A FRUSTRATION with  marketing
of today, andits wasted potential giventhe current mismatch between demand & supply  for 
sustainability in the marketplace. And a HOPE that we can connect & empower citizens &  companies 
to make the marketplace a force for GOOD, while making each other heroes of their  'hood.
Ultimately, we ENVISIONadaywhere "Sustainability is everybody'severydaybusiness".

How is your company supported?

Bootstrapped 100% by the2 co-founders.

http://www.hoodheroes.co/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

-Learn,kill your darlings, pivot andmove on FAST& PRIDE-FREE
-Getting started requires a leap of faith - others won't take the risk for you
-Simply ""Build it andthey shall come"" is amyth - requires beingpushyandmoving the  
mountain to Muhammed in today's congestedcompetition for attention."

What is next on the horizon for you?

1)A public launch (very soon! Basedon succesfully beta-testing and maturing our  
platform withpartners).
2)Focuson organic growth of citizen usersthrough increasingproduct-market fit.
3) Raisethe first investment (pre) seed round of funding.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Benefits:
1)Interns areabundant andwilling to work for free.
2)Incubators, accelerators & events areabundant andoftentimes free.
3)Denmark (and the Nordics) is the global leader andthus also ahotbed for sustainability & impact innovation.
4) Nordic startups arereally helpful toward eachother.

Challenges:
1)Low risk-willingness of the most critical actors inhibit initial start-up - even self-proclaimed PRE-seed -
investors, -grants (public & private) and -competitions areunwilling to support the "building of the train",
instead  content to wait for "fueling the train when steaming ahead".
2)Heavy taxation ofstocks.
3)High wagesandinsufficient supply of software development resources.



Impact
Showcasing

IPM
www.intpm.dk

Country: Denmark  
When Founded: 2014
Founders Names:Jafar S.Noori

What problem does your startup solve?
Pesticides and nitrate are reaching an alarming level in the drinking water. The existing  
monitoring systems for these chemicals arecomplex and time consuming, and they cannot  
provide the full picture. A radically new system is needed.TheIPMsensorsystem is on-site,  at low 
costs and provides continuous data through the Cloud on the concentrations of  pesticides and 
nitrate. With the data the waterwork can close contaminated water wells,  mix the water or use
cleaning facilities.

What led you to start your company?
During my master studies, I attended a course where the professor showed us statistics on how often drinking water is  
contaminated with chemicals like pesticides and nitrate. When I asked if there wasanycontrol, it appearedthat the water  was 
only measured few times a year at most –manually(!). Therefore, any pollution between the measurement points,  slipped
through to our drinking water taps. At that point, I decidedto explore how to invent anautomatized system that  could provide 
continuous readings of the water quality and alert the waterworks in the event of contamination. Before I  graduated, I had
already developedamethod for pollution recognition andfounded IPM.

How is your company supported?
The company receivedsoft funding through national andEUgrants.

http://www.intpm.dk/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Many founders have funding as the first priority for the startup. I think priority should be  
given to the team before the funding. Having passionate team-members who are good at  
doing something completely different from you is extremely important for the long-run.  
And just asteam-members areimportant, it is just ascrucial to becareful who to invite into  
your journey – somemight only bethere for a free ride.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Sales, salesandsales.Wewant to initiate our salesandlearn from the  
first customer feedbackto further developandenhanceour product.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your 
opinion, ar  are the main benefits and challenges of 
being a startup here?

Thestartup environment in the Nordics is veryactive. Thereareexcellent opportunities for  
strong networking between peers and there is access to a good supporting system of  
mentors. TheNordics is averyrespectable starting point for entering the Europeanmarket.  
The challenges are to expand beyond Europe. We have solved this by teaming up with  
strong partnerships who haveaccessto e.g.the American market.



MicroChange
www.microchange-tech.com

Impact
Showcasing

Pitching

Country: Denmark
When Founded:2019
Founders Names: SarahHammershøy,SørenBragt,MariaHedegaard,IsabellaFeodora,DanielJensen

What problem does your startup solve?

The shipping industry is required by IMO to lower GHG emission by 50% by 2050 - we  
provide apossible solution to reachthat goal. Byfiltrating ballast water during shipment,  
we collect marine biomass for sustainable energy production and microplastics to  
prevent oceanpollution.

What led you to start your company?
A goodidea,curiosity andwillpower - The perspective of making animpact.

How is your company supported?
Fundingduring our researchperiod, maybeprivate investors in the future.

http://www.microchange-tech.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Don't beafraid to askfor help - useyour network!

What is next on the horizon for you?

-The land basedtest-facility.
-Developingour test facility andanalyzing the outcome.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

In the north, people and other businesses seem genuinely interested in everyone's  
success, andthey don't hesitate to help. Thechallenge canbetoo large anetwork -
it's achallenge to keepeveryoneupdated andinvolved while also making progress.

In our own opinion, the benefit is the support for establishment andgrowth - and  
with this support comesgreat competition, which canbea challenge.



Plan A
www.plana.earth

Impact
Pitching

Country: Germany  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Lubomila Jordanova

What problem does your startup solve?

Climate change. Heatwaves, floods, hurricanes, droughts, wildfires across the globe have  
obliterated scoresof humans, animals and trees. Our data offers usgreat insights to help stem  
detrimental changes to our shared atmosphere and environment. Plan A works on making  
climate change fighting fact- and data-driven, facilitating financing for projects that directly  
address environmental issues across the planet. We are building a network of businesses and  
organisations for climateaction.

What led you to start your company?

Seeingthe opportunity of atechnology I had worked with to addressthe biggest challenge  
ahead of humanity

How is your company supported?

http://www.plana.earth/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Askfor feedback- youwill learn from eachcomment a lot.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Release of our platform for businesses.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

We are located inGermany.



Råhandel
wwww.raahandel.dk

Impact
Pitching

Country: Denmark  
When Founded: 2016
FoundersNames:SolveigFelbo,AndersHermann Jensen,Michael Mathiesen, Christian Coff

What problem does your startup solve?
The number of small food producers is booming these years due to high demand and easy starting  
up. Thereis no infrastructure for trading with them and especially chains haveproblems dueto also  
having the risk of violating existing trade deals. We have a marketplace that gathers discovery,  
ordering, payment, delivery, andstorytelling - amix between eBayandawholesaler. Forchains,we  
tailor the platform, so they e.g. have control with what the branches can buy and the payment  
method.

What led you to start your company?
Wewant to create better conditions for small-scale food producers andasmarter food system.

How is your company supported?
Self-funded and Rockstart Agrofood (official from 12/9/2019.Pleasedo not spreadthe  
information beforehand).

http://www.raahandel.dk/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Customers first!!

What is next on the horizon for you?

We have made a big collaboration with Coop, a supermarket chain with 1100  
supermarkets, who we arehelping buying local goods. Wewill together with them  
spread out acrossDenmark.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Lots of support from ecosystemanda real hypeabout beinganentrepreneur.
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2030 Builders
www.2030.builders

Country: Denmark  
When Founded: 2018
Founders Names: Mia &Gabriela Negru

What problem does your startup solve?

Adopting sustainable practices is a long and costly process for companies. Today, companies have to  pay
both innovation and sustainability consultancies and getting aforward draft of asolution cantake  up to 1
year.Weare10xfaster andcheaper.Our software is afast-track to sustainable innovation. We  enable 
employees to play, learn and impact their company strategy and business by giving them the  tools to
build on their own a feasible andimplementable solution with the SDGs

What led you to start your company?

We wanted to create a serious play for companies that need to work with the Sustainability
Goals. We've combined our expertise, love for nature ( as we grew up in a forest in Romania)
with the danishwayof havingfun while working.)

How is your company supported?

Bootstrapped.
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What hasbeenthe mostimportant learning onyourstartup journey,thusfar?

Human capital isthe what candrive growth.

What isnext onthe horizonfor you?

Wewill launch our SaaSMVPin September soto enable companies to independently innovate  
andimpact with the SDGs

If yourstartup islocatedin the Nordics,what, inyouropinion, are  the main
benefits andchallengesof beingastartup here?

The supportive ecosystemisdefinitely a benefit, plus the sustainability focus of many of  
the companiesandconsumers. A challenge is the small market andthe relatively small  
focus on investors to invest in impact comapnies.



EduMode
www.edumode.com

EdTech
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2016
Founders Names: Aske SønderbyKnudsen

What problem does your startup solve?
Kids, especially boys are disengaged. Learning isn't fun and active enough. And teachers  
don't know how to take proper advantage of the technology kids use. Lastly, todays  
learning gamesaren't both scalable andquality. Asa start, we teach math through anAR  
powered multiplayer first personshooter. Math is your tool to execute your strategy and  
the teacher is in full control of the motivation created in this untraditional high paced  
collaborate learningexperience.

What led you to start your company?
Sawthe needfor better educational gameswhen I worked at aschool. Students got  
"parked" at gameswithout getting afraction out of what they could have.

How is your company supported?

"Soft money". Public funds: Danish Ministry of Education (Udviklingspuljen, DKK 448K) +
Innovation Fund Denmark (InnoFounder, DKK 215K) + Fund for Entrepreneurship - Young
Enterprises(Microlegatet). Aswell asMicrosoft BizsparkPlus.

http://www.edumode.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

To narrow focus andprioritize.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Getting investment andtest out three leap of faith assumptions, to win the trust  
of major educationalpublishers.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Great public support, both adviceand financial. Great welfare system which  
allows youandyour family to thrive andbesafe,evenwith a small income.



FrontRead
www.frontread.com

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2013
Founders Names: Merete Blaabjerg Riedel

EdTech
Showcasing

What problem does your startup solve?

Students arereading lessandless,andreadin general too slowly. Wearenot trained to readfast  
and effectively, with the result that they have challenges overcoming the curriculum. They will  
also be challenged later in their worklife. The solution is that they implement fluent reading  
through this training programme, and we can improve the reading skills significantly, create  
motivation to read,andsecurehigher gradesin reading aswell asother subjects in the school.

What led you to start your company?
Working within the field of training adults for more than 25years,we created aversion for schools, which  
went live in2015.

How is your company supported?

Private investors and theITAI Foundation

http://www.frontread.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

How important it is for FrontRead, that we in 2015 decided to focus on schools. The  
Danisheducational sector is well recognizedandadmired internationally, and the fact  
that we have significant traction in the danish schools, will be a great asset in our  
internationalisation.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Expandinternationally. Wehavefantastic growth potential in Germany,which  
is the first country to target. Next is Norway. The English version will be very  
important for us,asit canbedeployedglobally.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

A great benefit is that, becausewe arefocusing on EdTechandwe havetraction in the  
educational sector, we have a natural acceptance of our solution internationally. A  
challenge is that markets are small, and decision making among the buyers is  
fragmented and consensusbased."



HeroSight
www.herosight.se

EdTech
Showcasing
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Country: Sweden  
When Founded:2019
FoundersNames:Daniel Kindstrand, Daniel Huber, Joakim Andersson & Daniel Pejcinovski

What problem does your startup solve?
First responder professions needto deal with emergencycare.Aspractical anddrill training in the  
field is heavily dependent on resourcesincluding props, actors, alimited accessto resourcesposes  
asahinder to suchtraining. HeroSight’s software is basedon Augmented Reality that andallows  
customers to conduct realistic emergency care training at any place and time with minimum  
preparation andresources.

What led you to start your company?

Previous experience from conflict journalism including participation in several trauma  
simulations combined with teachings from LundUniversity’s Master in Entrepreneurship and  
innovation.

How is your company supported?

Our company is currently supported by soft money funding from Almi, LU Innovation, Venture  
Cup,Health TechNordic and further extensive non-financial support from the innovation system  
of Sweden including seniormentors.

http://www.herosight.se/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

How to navigate in the waters of uncertainty. I havelearned to makedecisionswith  
the resourcesat hand rather than to sit around andwait for the perfect moment.

What is next on the horizon for you?

After six months of fast prototype development and progress in competitions  
such as the Venture Cup, HeroSight is now moving forward with sales as the  
highest priority. Thenext step is launching apilot project with afuture partner to  
further develop our model to better suit customer needs. By doing so we  
postpone the needfor external capital.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Being based in Malmö provides many benefits such as early stage support from the Skåne  
innovation system. The region has many technical universities and institutions focused on  
education towards the gaming market which hasmadeit easyto find people to collaborate  
with. Malmö is at the same time definitely an excellent starting location since it is cheaper  
to live here compared to larger cities in Sweden and Denmark. Although Sweden has an  
extensive innovation system it sometimes comes with the price of slow processing because  
of bureaucracy. Large parts are governmentally funded which might hinder early stage risk  
taking where speedisneededto makeinternational competitiveness possible with disruptive  
tech solutions.



LAHU
www.lahu.dk

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Alexandros Sapounidis, Svetlana Petrova, ALeksanda Novakov

EdTech
Showcasing

What problem does your startup solve?

LAHUoffers asystem which will enhancethe competency development of teachers using new  
technology and therefore create a dynamic and fun social learning environment for their  
pupils. LAHU provides an edutech solution which creates a playful learning environment for  
every student. It consists of a web platform and wearable devices which can be used for  
teaching any subject throughcooperative games.

What led you to start your company?
Bringeducation on the next level.

How is your company supported?

http://www.lahu.dk/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Set clear goals and followthem.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Finish ourprototype.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Thestart-up environment in the Nordics is verywell developed,you canget lots of  
help starting, but on the other hand there is big competition for investments.



Memorix
www.memorix.dk

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Hermann Kudlich, Carsten BrinchLarsen

EdTech
Showcasing

Pitching

What problem does your startup solve?

Institutions around the world are failing to prepare learners for the complexity of the 21st  
century, and university students struggle with all the factual information they need to  
memorize. Memorix is a platform which inspire for content creation, learning and sharing. It  
will help anchor knowledge with proven and highly effective memo-techniques. It is engaging  
andeasilyaccessibleto allow everyoneto create learning content.

What led you to start your company?

Outdated educational systemsandneedsfor lifelong learning

How is your company supported?

http://www.memorix.dk/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Our mission inspired people to work with usfor free. Thesharedpassionand  
interest areconstantly leading to amazing results at anunbelievable speed.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Scalingto all medical universities in the Nordics andthen broadening to other study  
directions.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Main benefits arethe openmind towards usingnew technologies andthe more  
progressive educationalsystems.

Keychallengesarea lower risk willingness andhesitation towards the unproven  
from investmentside.



VitaSim
www.vitasim.dk

EdTech
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Rune Overgaard Jensen, Eskild Andresen, AndersWinter

What problem does your startup solve?

Interest from institutions in using virtual reality for education and research is increasing  
exceptionally fast. However, it's expensivefor them to payconsulting companies to create content  
and alternatively time consuming to build it themselves. Our platform allows educators &  
researchersto easily create virtual learning environments, lectures andhands-non demonstrations  
directly in VR.The"lessons" areavailable for students on different mediatypes andcanlicensedto  
other institutions.

What led you to start your company?
Frustration with current educational tools andstructure!

How is your company supported?

Bootstrapped through soft-funding, grants andgoodwill ;)

http://www.vitasim.dk/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

We choose to make all our products evidence based from the beginning and perform  
researchduring eachproject. Thefindings from two researchprojects led usto pivot our  
startup!

What is next on the horizon for you?

Setting up a collaboration with the DanishKnowledgecenter for Wellfaretech.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

People are open to collaborate - they are true to the "startup ecosystem way of  
business": If I help you I maynot get something in return directly from you,but probably  
from someoneelse!

Challenges:Everythingissmall compared to i.e.USA- potential users,potential  
revenues, funding andgrants.



eAgronom
www.eagronom.com

GovTech
Showcasing

Country: Estonia  
When Founded:2016
Founders Names: Robin Saluoks, StenverJerkku

What problem does your startup solve?

Soils are disappearing because of bad farming practices. Best cereal farmers are 3x more  
efficient than the average.Re-sellersandmiddlemen earnalot of money andhavecausedthis  
situation. Farmers pay for our ERP to manage their farm. We get exclusive data about their  
businessandbuild AI on top of it. Farmersbuyall they needvia our marketplace.

What led you to start your company?
Robinmadeasoftware for his father's farm. 3yearslater more than 1%of EU  
grain land ismanagedviait - doubling eachyear.

How is your company supported?

Over50 farmers haveinvested more than 1meurosinto eAgronom
Angel investors who havefounded Estonian most successful SaaScompany - Pipedrive.  
VCswho haveinvested into companies like Bolt (Taxify), Cleveron,Verif, etc.

http://www.eagronom.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Environmentally friendly activities bring the biggest profits in farming. For example
farmers who "harvest" CO2 from air and turn it into soil make in average way bigger
profits than otherfarmers.

What is next on the horizon for you?

We started with AI Agronomist and eAgronom Marketplace services. AI Agronomist is  
independent data based agronomical advisory service. Most of our customers use eAgronom  
software to manage their farm. Some of these farmers use AI Agronomist and therefor leave  
someof the decision making to us.North-America andEuropefarming could be30b eurosmore  
efficient withdata based decisions.

eAgronom Marketplace brings efficiency and transparency into agribusiness. Farmers buy  
products via re-sellers today, but we will givethem alternative. Wehavemade deal for selling over  
300 used tractors via eAgronom. Next goal is to get agreement with some food company where  
we could directly sell grain that our farmers produce."

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Our HQis in Estonia andwe haveestablished subsidiaries in many other countries aswell.  
Estonia is only place we know, where it's possible to establish company with 5 minutes.



FoodDocs
www.fooddocs.com

GovTech
Showcasing

Country: Estonia  
When Founded:2017
Founders Names: Katrin Liivat, Karin Repp

What problem does your startup solve?
Foodsafety system is mandatory for food dealing companies but processof staying on top  
of various food safety regulations and ensuring their compliance is cumbersome and  
bureaucratic. As a result, the companies struggle and do not have visibility. FoodDocs  
helps food businessesto create andmanagecompliant food safety plan really quickly and  
easily.Customer canalways besurethat his andhis suppliers food safety is compliant.
Providestransparency threw the value chain.

What led you to start your company?
I am afood technologist from TalTechUniversity and I have15yearsexperiencein food industry. I have  
dealt with food safety as an employee and entrepreneur and seen that process of staying on top of  
various regulations and ensuring their compliance is cumbersome and bureaucratic. As a result, the  
companies struggle and do not have visibility. FoodDocs helps food businesses to ensure that food  
safety documents arealways compliant with the law andmeet all legal requirements.

How is your company supported?

Our startup hasgainedmore than 80k grants andprizesand300k investmen byvcs andangels.

http://www.fooddocs.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Listen to your customers! Donot develop a product in cellar for 2-3 yearsandthen  
go to your customer. Make as many customer interviews as possible, make them  
payin front andthen start to develop:)

What is next on the horizon for you?

Tobefood safety standard tool for the whole world. All food businesseswho  
want to start sales or export, use FoodDocs program to manage their  
compliance documents.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

AsEstonia issucha small country, it isveryhard to grow your businessrapidly asit  is
needed.Theonly way is to goright awayto other bigger countries, but this isnot  so
cheapanymore. At the sametime, to validate your product, Estonian market is  
perfect.



OriginalMyBlockchain
www.originalmy.com

GovTech
Pitching

Country: Estonia  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Edilson OsorioJunior

What problem does your startup solve?

Authenticating identities, signatures and digital content, we provide the next generation of  
worldwide trust for e-governance, saving time and fighting against the bureaucracy,  
paperwork and fraud. We created a global alternative for authenticating people, issuing a  
decentralized Blockchain ID. Peoplecannow manageown assets,like home, car or certs, can  
e-voting globally, signdocuments, auth on platforms without passwordsor filling forms.

What led you to start your company?
Thebadbureaucracyandelectronic frauds areahassleto betackled. They take money  
andpeople's time, andthe solution is a reliable andtrustful e-Governance.

How is your company supported?

Privateinvestors.

http://www.originalmy.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

-Socialimpact sometimes takes time andit isimportant to beresilient.
-Establishgoodpartnerships, that kind that will boost you.
-Good team cultureis game changing.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Havingthe BlockchainID beingwidely usedfor solving e-Governanceissuesin the EUand  
making a digital transformation for people.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Sometimes the investing ecosystemis early stage andit drive usto spendmore  
efforts to find the correct investor.



AnywareSolutions
www.anyware.solutions

CleanTech
Showcasing

Pitching

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2015
Founders Names: Morten Bremild and Jan H.Christiansen

What problem does your startup solve?

Anyware solves the need of Insurance, Energy and Telecom providers to create new digital revenue  
streams with ValueAddedServicesandthe use of Customer Analytics basedon the award-winning  
Anyware Smart Adaptor as the key 'Data Collector'. We offer a unique end-to-end Customer  
EngagementPlatform for B2B2Cpartners basedon the world's smallest andsmartest IoTdevicefor  
seamlessinstallation in the lamp, which collects IoTdata and enablesSmart Living-as-a-Service for  
the homeowner.

What led you to start your company?
Smart Home and IoT solutions today are designed for the few early adopters in the market
(which accounts for only 16%of people), and we wanted to democratize the digitalization
of our lifes andhomes bysimplifying the whole Smart Livingexperiencefor everyone

How is your company supported?
Wearetoday backedbyBusiness Angels andhavealso receivedinnovation grants  
for a total ofEUR 1.8M

http://www.anyware.solutions/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

That being atech startup without brand recognition makesit harder than expected to get  
attention and win business from both professional partners and private consumers (and  
we expected it to be extremely hard, take extremely long, but that it was based on a  
rational decision-making process,after all, which it isnot)

What is next on the horizon for you?

Wearefinalizing someimportant deals,while we participate in the UrbanTechprogram  
andsecureabridge financing by2019;horizon-wise, we aim to goto USand raiseaseries  A 
funding roundthere

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Main benefit: Accessto soft capital/grants

Main challenge: Generalcorporate andinvestor sentiment on risk (being risk-averse),  
and, even for early-stage investors, requirements of proven product/market fit for  
scalability before investment (always either too early or too late)"



CLIMAID
www.climaid.dk

CleanTech
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2017
Founders Names: Søren Andersen, KennethJakobsen

What problem does your startup solve?
Employees in openplan offices have no data on the indoor climate, so they control this by their  
perception of it. Thismeanseither it is not controlled or/and that somepeople aredissatisfied.  
Both "solutions" leds to a poor indoor climate. Our software product, CLIMAID Insight, is an  
analysistool that collects data on the indoor climate andturns it to health, well beingandgood  
economy.

What led you to start your company?

A phd study at DTU Civil Engineering.

How is your company supported?

Bootstrapped andpublic capital from Innobooster.

http://www.climaid.dk/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Thebalancebetween selling anddeveloping the product.

What is next on the horizon for you?

A collaboration with DTU Compute andgetting 8 Danishmunicipalities to useour  
platform.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

The community isreally eagerto help eachother.



FlowLoop
www.flow-loop.com

Country: Demark  
When Founded:2016
Founders Names: SimonKolff andTroelsGrene

CleanTech
Showcasing

What problem does your startup solve?

Reducingwater andenergyconsumption from showers while improving comfort.

What led you to start your company?
Asaspin off from master thesis in sustainable product design. In the thesis the idea  
wasto reusethe water from the shower to flush the toilet, but then we realized that  
all the energyto heat the water waslost. Sowhy not reuseit instantly in the shower  
so app 70% waterand energy can be saved.

How is your company supported?

Business angel investment, softfunding.

http://www.flow-loop.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

That everything that hasnot beenthought out will gowrong, but that almost  
anything canbedone,it just takes time andrequires fiery souls. It takes alot of  
hard work to develop a physical product from scratch but now we have a  
functioning prototype andaregaining a lot of encouraginginterest.

What is next on the horizon for you?

That everything that has not been thought out will go wrong, but that almost  
anything canbedone,it just takes time andrequires fiery souls. It takes a lot of hard  
work to develop a physical product from scratch but now we have a functioning  
prototype andaregaining a lot of encouraginginterest.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Main benefit: Great startup environment, focus on sustainability.

Main challenges: Cost arehigh.



NoBriner
www.nobriner.org

CleanTech
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded: 2018
Founders Names: Barney Vajda, Anne Sofie Larsen

What problem does your startup solve?

Desalination has always been plagued its' waste disposal difficulty. Namely, brine  
hasn't just been killing the local environment, but also has been raising salinity levels  
of surrounding seawater, thus making future desalination lesseffective. Wemake sure  
to put an end to the continuous harmful discharge of the desalination plants. Doing  
so, will also enable communities in arid regions to develop their own desalination  
projects where NoBriner will makesurenothing will damagetheir lands

What led you to start your company?
Weareaspin-off company from the DTUcourseHardtech Entrepreneurship. Weworked on  
the project as part of the course and decided to launch the company as we believe it will  
changethe waywe harvest water from saline sources.

How is your company supported?

Weareaspin-off company from the DTUcourseHardtech Entrepreneurship. Weworked on  
the project as part of the course and decided to launch the company as we believe it will  
changethe waywe harvest water from saline sources.

http://www.nobriner.org/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Havebeenreceivingtremendous amounts of help from DTUWater, andEnvironment  
helping with research as part of the VIS initiative, and learned a lot on how to apply  
technology research, as well as the different uses of salt. We never would have  
imagined just how many different usesof salt exist, other than eating it!

What is next on the horizon for you?

Wearecurrently hoping to accelerate our researchto the point of prototyping and  
field testing. After that we areexcitedly waiting for shipping the prototype to our  
test location in KakumaRefugeeCampin Kenya.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Openness and the willingness to help. Without the healthy start-up environment in  
Denmark, it would havebeennear-impossible to launch the company, and acquire the  
necessary knowledge. Not to mention the tremendous focus on SDGs and  
sustainability from all different parts of society.



SUNDFORLUFT
www.sundforluft.dk

CleanTech
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2017
Founders Names: Kristoffer Jensen &Valdemar Østergaard

What problem does your startup solve?
91% of the elementary schools in Denmark and Germany suffer from bad indoor climate.  
Theeducators andteachers cannot focus on airing out in the everydaybecausethey have  to 
teach the pupils. SUND FORLUFT has developed a nudging unit which, through newly  
developed calculations and technology, visualizes the quality of one's indoor climate and  
tells onewhen to vent. It is designedfor children to take ownership of their indoor climate.

What led you to start your company?
Engineering project atDTU, Green Entrepreneurship.

How is your company supported?

€200.000 soft-funded for prototyping, product development andtesting.

http://www.sundforluft.dk/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Knowing when to hire external help andactually spendthe money

What is next on the horizon for you?

Rampingup the development project of version2of our product

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Great public help and great environment of like-minded entrepreneurs  
within different fields. The challenge is to navigate through the  
different offers and actually staying up to date with them and still  
developing yourstartup.



Vent2U
www.vent2u.dk

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2015
Founders Names: Lillian KatrineKofod

What problem does your startup solve?

CleanTech
Showcasing

What led you to start your company?

I want to makeindoor living better with my knowledge.

How is your company supported?

Private investors andsponsor.

https://www.vent2u.dk/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

That passionandpatience payoff andyoushall gofor the unik solutions.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Better sleepenvironment.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion, are the main  
benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Clearly,start-up capital andmarket representatives arewilling to try out
innovative  products. Eventhough they arecheaperandbetter than the traditional
solutions.



ArchitectureQuote
www.architecturequote.com

CloudTech
Pitching

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2017
FoundersNames:Taylor Ryan,VeselinVelkov,Donatas Adamonis, PauliusKlezys,Marcin Zelent

What problem does your startup solve?  

What led you to start your company?

Discoveringthat the Architecture industry claims get most of its leadsvia word of mouth.  
It's one of the last remaining industries nearly untouched bydisruption, automation, and  
optimization in terms of software tools

How is your company supported?

Bootstrapped - personalinvestment.

http://www.architecturequote.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Find the early adopters. When you seek to disrupt an industry filled with non-
technical players,there will always bepeople that don't want to changethe way  
they've operated fordecades.

What is next on the horizon for you?

-Adding functionality to our platform andbuilding a vocal baseof customers
-Seeking investment towork faster
-Bringing on industrypartners"

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

-Strong existing networks andgoodbasefor referrals
-Tonsof talent with amazingbackgrounds



ComplyCloud
www.complycloud.com

CloudTech
Pitching

Country:Denmark  
When Founded:2017
Founders Names: MartinFolke Vasehus and Hans Peter Vith

What problem does your startup solve?
All Danish and European must comply with the requirements in GDPR regarding the  
processing of personal data. Compliance includes provision of various legal documents  
and ongoing control and documentation. With ComplyCloud, ensuring GDPR  
compliance is easy. ComplyCloud is essentially a GDPR attorney that works 24/7 at a  
low cost. All documents, advise and controls are included and automated to ensure  
ongoing andcomplete compliance with ease.

What led you to start your company?

Dreamof creating better, faster andcheapercompliance-solutions anda company  
with thebest team.

How is your company supported?

100%bootstrapped.

http://www.complycloud.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Less is more.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Adding compliance applications to our SaaSsuite andkeepcrushing sales.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Main benefits arethe easeto create andadminister acompany. Themain  
challenge for usisto find new talent.



Low-Fi
www.lowficoncerts.com

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2015
Founders Names: Anne Dvinge& Stine Hulvej

CloudTech
Pitching

What problem does your startup solve?
Live music is a $25 bn industry, but it is almost exclusively geared towards the top 5%  
promoters andartists. Low-Fi empowers the long tail of the industry, creating a platform for  
the 95%. Low-Fi is awebplatform where musicians andhosts collaborate on creating unique  
diy-concerts that anyonewho is amember of Low-Fi canattend. Weempower musicians and  
hosts to make$$,while concert goersget to connect with musicians andlisten.

What led you to start your company?
A drive to create amore transparent live music economy - andspreadmore  
goosebumps in theworld.

How is your company supported?
Wearefunded byprivate investors andbusinessangels,along with alittle public funding  
that got usto 1.0

http://www.lowficoncerts.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Just one!?How hard - andhow absolutely crucial - it is to find the right set of people to  
move your company forward. And having enoughinsight to know when youneedto find  
somebody smarter/better/more experienced thanyourself.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Building 2.0 with amatchmaking ai that will connect musicians and music lovers for  
more DIYconcerts

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

The main benefits are the access to strong public resources (and not just funding) and a  
great community. The biggest challenge is the risk adversity of investors when you fall  
between veryearly stage andscale-up. TheDanishmentality is verybottom line focused - a  
tough nut to crackin yourself andamong investors when you arebuilding aglobal scalable  
business.



TrueTwins
www.truetwins.com

CloudTech
Showcasing

Country:Denmark  
When Founded:2018
FoundersNames:Carl Emil Bregnhoi,Ulrik GardeDue,BoLidegaard,Mariusz Skronski

What problem does your startup solve?
Brandsof high value/luxury physical products facethree major challenges:
-How to authenticate their products
-How to verify the sustainability record of the product.
-How to establish a direct digital link to the consumer.

We have build a blockchain based service to provide an easily accessible integrated response to
these challenges. It's a simple plug-and-play solution offered to brands through APIs, and SDK
and atoolkit ofservices."

What led you to start your company?
We wanted to find a way to connect physical products with the digital world and brands with their costumers in a way  
that would strengthen authenticity, transparency and sustainability. We found that blockchain technology allowed usto  
create a simple and scalablesolution.

How is your company supported?
Backed by private investors and thefounders.

http://www.truetwins.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?
That the development of the technology is only one step on the road towards making  
major brands adopt the service.Weunderestimated what it takes to bring our serviceto  
the market andget the first pilot brandson board.

What is next on the horizon for you?
Wehavelanded our first pilot customer andwe’re now looking for investors to upscale  
both management and the sales operation – while implementing our service with our  
first pilotbrand.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Ultimately, TrueTwinsareabout sustainability andtransparency in the market place
– Nordic credentials arecool for both. Challengereally show themselves in regard to  
fundraising andwillingness of high-risk investments.



Ulobby
www.ulobby.eu

CloudTech
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2016
Founders Names: Anders Kopp Jensen &Bertel Torp

What problem does your startup solve?

Political regulation is becoming an increasing threat to organisations & companies  
globally asnew legislation canshut down abusinessovernight. Ulobby provides all the  
tools necessaryto handle & solve political issues- big or small. Our software provides  
‘peace of mind’ by automating issue tracking and digitizing issue and stakeholder  
management. Users can increase political influence and minimize political risk. Today  
much isleft to chance,manual work or expensiveadvisors.

What led you to start your company?

Wewanted to strengthen democracy bymaking it possible for more people to  
understand &influence politics

How is your company supported?

Private investors, BAs andCAPNOVA.

http://www.ulobby.eu/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Tokeeptalking to our userseverydayto makesurewe build what they need.

What is next on the horizon for you?

AsaB2BSaaS-platform we havenow passed200DKKin MRRandarenow scaling to  
new markets, now we are in Denmark & Brussels, next year we will add Norway &  
Sweden to thelist.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Forusthe Nordics is a pretty good litmus test on how the demand in the areaof  
Public Affairs will develop. However, in terms of funding we could use more  
investors/mini-VCs/VCs with B2B SaaSfocus.



Unbiased
www.unbiased.cc

CloudTech
Showcasing

Pitching

Country: Swede n
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Sukesh Kumar Tedla,Mahathi Porredy

What problem does your startup solve?
FakeNewsand misinformation areacomplex challenge which is affecting the digital societies  
today. Thecomplexity is only set to increasewith the growth in connectivity andbig data. The  
applications are not designed to be transparent and open. Our solutions address the issues of  
bias and fake news in3 steps:

1) By providing tools to build unbiased algorithms. 2) Search Engine presenting public  
sentiments & insights instead of 100sof links. 3)A social gateway improving data integrity.

What led you to start your company?
Theissueof fake news,misinformation propagandas on the Internet combined with  
BiasedNewsMedia andits impact on our societies.

How is your company supported?

Self-Funded, Collaborations and someRevenues.

http://www.unbiased.cc/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

How to build a startup, Clearly defining Why wedo What we do,UserExperience&  
Perspectives

What is next on the horizon for you?

AchievingFundingGoalsandSuccessfulLaunchof our Applications.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

A lot of benefits with public grant supports and the local community. The  
challenge isthe local languageandestablishing trust.



WhisprAI
www.whispr.ai

CloudTech
Showcasing

Country Denmark  
When Founded:2018
FoundersNames:Keith Saft & Hugh O'Flanagan

What problem does your startup solve?
80% of the global workforce is on their feet, reliant on outdated work processes. Using pen and  
paper checklists after receiving inadequate training, standards begin to fall. Tasks get forgotten.  
Managersbecomefrustrated; we cando somuch better. Wetake static processand makeit come  
alive. We convert it into interactive voice guidance, creating an expert assistant in the ear of  
frontline workers. Guided, supported, efficient workers, feeding back data to inform better  
businessdecisions.

What led you to start your company?
Working deskless/frontline jobs (like 80% of the world) with productivity and
efficency pressures without any technology to support us. Only 1% of all tech
investment goesto 'desktopless' workers.

How is your company supported?
Wehaveinvestment for SeedCamp,PreSeedInvestment, Futuristic andBoseCorporation VC.

http://www.whispr.ai/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

That technology, particularly voice,canmakea meaningful difference in people's worklife.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Expandingthe verticals andcustomers who useWhispr.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Benefit: Smart, clever people.  

Challenge:Not enoughof them.



AW Technologies
www.trachflush.com

LifeScience
Pitching

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Adam Hansen, Andreas Hejslet, Jørgen Hansen &Stephen E. Rees

What problem does your startup solve?
AW Technologiesaredeveloping anovel device,TrachFlush,that canremove secretion more  
efficiently from ventilated patients, potentially reducing ventilator-associated pneumonia.

What led you to start your company?

Passionfor entrepreneurship andaninterest for Life Science.

How is your company supported?

Soft Funding.

http://www.trachflush.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Things taketime.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Raisingcapital for upcoming activities suchasclinical trials.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Benefits: It's "easy" to get in contact with people who canhelp you grow your start-up.

Challenges:According to us,funds arefocusing more on the functional product than the  
idea,which isa big challenge if youarea start-up.



GerasSolutions
www.gerassolutions.com

LifeScience
Pitching

Country: Sweden
When Founded: 2015
Founders Names: Haza Newman

What problem does your startup solve?
Geras Solutions believes that Paper-Pen based cognitive assessments are subjective, slow and out of date.  
Additionally, the threshold to obtain adementia diagnosis isoften quite high andoften associatedwith long  
waiting times that contribute to 75% of all living with dementia never receiving a diagnosis. Lastly, due to  
global specialist shortages,not all patients haveaccessto follow-up support.

Because of this, we were inspired to develop an AI-based Medical Device, and ecosystem of digital solutions  
focused on dementia support via aneasyto use mobile health tool. GerasSolutions aims to help throughout  
the entire dementia lifecycle by using AI to simplify and streamline testing that canoften betime-consuming  
while processing and organizing that data in such a way that it helps provide a scientific and clinically-
validated assessment thatis accurate.

What led you to start your company?
Thefact that 75%of all individuals living with dementia neverget adiagnosis or support around the globe.

How is your company supported?

Private, Angels and early-stageVCs.

http://www.gerassolutions.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Therearemany upsand downs through the process,but sharing ideasand learning  
from others is what keeps everything moving forward and also keeps everyone  
motivated.

What is next on the horizon for you?
Currently, we areonly focusing on proof-of-value pilots andactually
implementing  the finalised commercial pilot into anappropriate primary care
setting.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Stockholm has a great start-up community, with plenty of experts nearby at KTH or  
Stockholm University who often are willing to help out or provide guidance. Besides  
that, even Stockholm itself hasexcellent incentives, organisations andprograms that  
support start-ups such as Stockholm Science City, EIT Health and Vinnova. I am  
currently learning more about the Copenhagen startup ecosystem, but so far I am  
excited to have come across Nordic Health Tech Talent, COBIS and Rebbls. I look  
forward to to connect andexploring further within the nordics!



IBIOTECH
www.ias982.wixsite.com/ibiotechnol

LifeScience
Pitching

Country:Denmark  
WhenFounded:
Founders Names: Kira Astakhova

What problem does your startup solve?
Rheumatoid arthritis is anautoimmune diseasethat is verycommon in developed countries, with 3%of the population being  at
risk. Rheumatoid arthritis is acondition when the immune system loses specificity, andinstead of destroying the intruder of  
the body it attacks the body's own joint cells. Denmark alone spendsover 700 mio DKKon Rheumatoid arthritis management  
everyyear.

It is acrucial fact that over 20% of all rheumatoid arthritis patients respond poorly to current therapies. Thisis the niche that  
we see as the most potent for our therapeutic candidate, due to the mechanism of action that targets the precursor to  
overproduction of other cytokines. Anti-citrullinated peptide antibodies (ACPA) have been a big hit in rheumatoid arthritis  
science over the last decade. ACPA can become a target for the early stage treatment of the disease, with a potential to  
prevent a non-reversible damage on patient.We rationally designed, synthesized and tested new peptide aptamers that  
specifically target ACPAin rheumatoid arthritis. Our proof of concept study confirms high efficacy andno sideeffects of the  
new therapeutic candidate vs.currently usedmonoclonal antibody therapies.

What led you to start your company?
Research project maturation atSDU and DTU.

How is your company supported?
Soft funding.

http://www.ias982.wixsite.com/ibiotechnol


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Stayopenminded, things canchangeveryfast; beopenedto get a feedback

What is next on the horizon for you?

Next financing round that would giveusachanceto run pre-clinical study on our  
therapeutic candidate

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Wehaveagreat support from multiple accelerators; great environment; regulatory pathway is  
little harshof to compare to USA



Medicortex
www.medicortex.fi

LifeScience
Pitching

Country: Finland  
When Founded:2014
Founders Names: Dr. Adrian Harel, PhD,MBA

What problem does your startup solve?
Diagnostics of concussionsandbrain traumas arenot at the adequate level becauseof the lack of  
affordable and easy-to-use diagnostic tools. Medicortex is introducing a solution through  
developing a rapid diagnostic kit to detect brain injury biomarkers from urine or saliva.

What led you to start your company?
Asanexperiencedneurobiologists I hadsomenew ideasto work out regarding  
diagnostics andmedication of traumatic brain injury.

How is your company supported?
We have raised investments (against equity) from a number of Business Angels and private  
persons.In addition, we havereceivedgrants from the Finnish Government, from aFoundation,  and
from the EUH2020-program aswell asfrom the USDepartment of Defense.

http://www.medicortex.fi/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Tomove forward no matter the obstacles andnevergiveup even if it looks difficult.

What is next on the horizon for you?

We have two goals:
1.Toprove the relevanceof the biomarker in children in a pediatric clinical trial
2. Tocomplete the development of the prototype test kit.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Benefits: Stable democratic societies and welfare, high level of education and science, highly  
skilled andeducated labor, well established infrastructures andbusinessenvironments for life  
sciencescompanies.

Challenges:High costs from salaries,premisesandtaxes, the big moneys(investments or  
grants) don't residein the Nordics.



Vigo
www.vigobot.com

LifeScience
Pitching

Country: Latvia  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Kristaps Krafte; Janis Slezins,MD

What problem does your startup solve?
90% of stroke survivors nevercompletely recover,becausethey don't haveaccessto care.It's  a 
public health disaster: number of stroke cases is growing, average age of patients is  
decreasing and shortage of physicians is making it even worse. Vigo is a smart digital  
rehabilitation guide living in software application, thereby is radically accessible without  
physicians. It usesevidencebasedtherapies and gamification to drive positive, meaningful and  
cost-effective clinicaloutcomes.

What led you to start your company?

Twothings - my entrepreneurial mind and2yearsof stroke research.

How is your company supported?

Privateinvestors (BusinessAngels), EuropeanandLatvian governmental funding.

http://www.vigobot.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Themost important learning is to beresilient, believe in your ideaand what the real users  
tell you.

What is next on the horizon for you?

We begin a pilot trial in the largest stroke unit in Latvia very shortly. And I've received a  
nomination for EIT(EuropeanInstitute or Innovation and Technology) Changeawards,soI  
have to do lots of promotional travel. Oh and surely, lots of continuous development is  
on the horizon,too.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

My startup in located in Latvia, people don't usually refer to it as Nordics, some just say  
Northern Europe, though these definitions are ever changing. Anyhow, the ecosystem here  
isgreat, government tries to beveryagile andhelp startups the best they can.It's also quite  
easy to find industry partners. In our case universities, hospitals and rehabilitation centres  
havebeenveryinterested in collaborating with us.We'vereally beenembraced.A challenge
- there could always belessbureaucracy.



VIOBAC
www.viobac.dk

LifeScience
Pitching

Country: Denmark
When Founded: 2018
Founders Names: KasperKøppen,MadsØrbækandAndrim Halili

What problem does your startup solve
Catheter-Associated Urinary Tract Infections (CAUTI) are the most common hospital-acquired infections in the world, with  
15,000-20,000 diagnosed cases annually at hospitals in Denmark alone. Up to 80% of the hospital-acquired urinary tract  
infections areassociated with the useof acatheter. Therate of new bacterial infection increasesby approximately 3-7%every  
dayandnearly 100%of the patients areexpectedto havea urinary tract infection within 3 weeksof catheter use.
In average,aUTI causesfour additional days of hospitalization. Eachyearapproximately 14.000people die from this in Europe.  
Furthermore, the staff at the specific department is burdened with the extended periods of hospitalization. Thisincreasesthe  
costs with approximately 250million per yearin Denmark alone!

Today,there areno solutions at the hospitals that prevent these catheter associated urinary tract infections in asignificant  
way.Our product aims to solve this significant problem byusingUV-light - without useof antibiotics.

What led you to start your company?
Theneedto prevent the most common hospital acquired infection in the world, namely Catheter  
AssociatedUrinary Tract Infections - for the health caresector andthe patients

How is your company supported?

Government grants.

http://www.viobac.dk/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

The opportunity to get the right support from all fronts if the needarises.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Further R&D,laboratory trials and Proof-of-Concept. Wearealso participating in the  
University Startup World Cup and Nordic HealthTech Challenge to broaden our  
network andexpandour knowledge within the field.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Because of the structure of the Nordic welfare society, it is possible to take entrepreneurial  
risks without really worrying about loosing everything. And becausethe Nordic countries are  
sosmall, the distance between already successful ventures and startups isn't bigger than you  
still will beable to get goodadvicesalong the wayif sought.

One of the challenges is since that the conditions for many people are so good, you often  
havemore easyappealing options to fall backon. Somewill therefore lack the willpower it  
takes to succeed,asit's often not "all in or nothing" - Fortunately, our startup is loaded will  
the hunger tosucceed.



ATLANT 3DNanosystems
www.atlant3d.com

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Maksym Plakhotnyuk, IvanKundrata

DeepTech/Hardware
Showcasing

Pitching

What problem does your startup solve?
Currently, development and prototyping of new micro and nanodevices takes years and involves huge  
funding connected to expensiveequipment, multiple failures, and high-cost expert knowledge. Existing  
fabrication methods are also very inflexible. ATLANT is developing a flexible rapid prototyping 3D  
nanoprinter. Such systems allow micro and nanofabrication with more than 450 different materials  
without a needfor hugeinitial investment andrisk, within only afew daysor weeks.

What led you to start your company?
Wearemotivated byimpossible andwe like to take achallenge that nobody can  
achieve- but we dareto!

How is your company supported?

Unit now we bootstrapped our development and received a number of public grants from Danish  
goverment (InnoBooster and InnoFounder), European Commission Horizon2020 SME Instruments  
and some privatfunds.

http://www.atlant3d.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

If we would not try it we would not know that it ispossible.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Start pilots with customers, secureenough funding resources,hire full team and develop  
market readysystem.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Nordic countries haveastrong collaboration culture andsupport of innovative ideas.



Craft Robotics
www.craft-robotics.com

DeepTech/Hardware

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names: Patrick Gadd; Rasmus Lundgaard

What problem does your startup solve?
40% of the money in the construction industry goes to maintenance and renovation. Todayall is done  
manually, and the industry is far behind the economy in terms of productivity. Initially we automate  
repointing (which is maintenance of brick walls). Imagine doing the following 8 hours aday:Breathing  
cancerousdust and holding avibrating tool causingchronic injuries to hands. Thisis what repointing is  
like, andit's slow andcostly for the customers, the building owners.

What led you to start your company?
Seeinganobvious need,andknowing that our skillset wasideal for making asolution.

How is your company supported?

Venture Capital Investment, from USA-basedinvestment firm SOSV(pre-seedinvestment).

Showcasing

http://www.craft-robotics.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Throughly understanding our customers' problem (a time consuming and dangerous task)

What is next on the horizon for you?

Paidtrials.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

A major benefit: Soft funding through Innovationsfonden! Challenge: Small investor  
network when not in biotech. It's lagging behind Europeandobviously the US,in spite  
of herebeingplenty of money



DTE
www.dtequipment.com

DeepTech/Hardware
Showcasing

Country: Iceland
When Founded: 2013
Founders Names: Sveinn Gudmundsson &Karl Matthiasson

What problem does your startup solve?

Process control at aluminum smelters requires taking hundreds of manual samples of molten metal a  
day.Thishazardous,laborious step introduces significant delay anderror into processcontrol, andis the  
key barrier to Industry 4.0 adoption. DTE's real-time composition analyzers and analytics modules  
replace today's manual sampling in metals production processcontrol; savingour clients $millions/year,  
improving output quality, enabling greater processflexibility andincreasingsafety.

What led you to start your company?
Theideacameto me sevenyearsago,when working asaconsultant engineerin analuminum smelter in Iceland,  
helping with quality control. Themethods for checkingthe quality of this metal at the time were both dangerous  
and time-consuming, and I saw a way to optimize the process by using real-time chemical analysis of the raw,  
liquid aluminum, reducing the cost of production and making sampling much safer. After two years of  
experimentation and development, we precented our solution for analyzing aluminum in liquid form to the  
industry and investors. They were immediately interested, which gave us confidence and led us to found our  
company,DTE.

How is your company supported?
VCbackedsince2016,in addition to various grants suchasH2020SMEInstrument

http://www.dtequipment.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?
Building a company takes a strong team, you simply can't do everything on your own. Your colleagues will  
stop you from getting carried away and allowing success to go to your head. Having a team and working  
within oneis also asourceof inspiration, especially when you havethe samedrive to bring ideasto life. You  
also haveto bestrong individually to believe in yourself, andhaveanoverviewof where you want to go. It is  
incredible what you canaccomplish with dedication andanever-give-upattitude.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Full product launch andindustry-marketing in EuropeandNorth America.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Yes, we're located in Iceland. There are greatest benefit is that you are born global, as there is  
not aviable option to stay in suchasmall market. Soyou right awaystart reaching out of your  
comfort zone to see if you can swim. The main challenge would be the same, that we do not  
havethe safety net of operating only in our local market before we feel readyto expand.Soyou  
right awaystart reachingout of your comfort zoneto seeif youwill sink.



Nerve SmartSystems
www.nervesmartsystems.com

DeepTech/Hardware
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2016
Founders Names: Jesper BoieRasmussen

What problem does your startup solve?
Westabilize electricity grids andmake countries capableof rely on solar energywhen the sunis  
not shining and wind energy when the wind is not blowing. In extend we optimize production  
facilities with astable flow of electricity. Individual control of eachbattery cell in aBEESSallows  
the system to manage input and output levels directly from the cells making power electronic  
components redundant, savecosts, provide higher safety andoptimize effeciency.

What led you to start your company?
I have always worked in high tech start-ups. Being able to work with an innovative battery  
technology that canalso beusedin the automotive sector wasaperfect way to combine high  
tech with a passionfor cars

How is your company supported?

Privateinvestor.

http://www.nervesmartsystems.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

You needto bestrong, determined andhard working. But it is also veryrewarding  
seeingyour ideasanddreamscometo life andmaterialize.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Bringing Nerve Smart Systems technology to the world market and thereby  
empower the transition towards renewable energyandelectrification of society

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

People have a high work ethic, and Denmark has a strong knowhow in the Cleantech  
area. It iseasyto start acompany andthere arereasonablefunding opportunities in the  
Cleantecharea.

In Denmark we don’t seemany companies grow to bereally big. Thereisafew, but we  
normally sell our knowhow and inventions, instead of creating big worldwide  
companies.



PaciniMedico
www.pacinimedico.com

DeepTech/Hardware
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2017
FoundersNames:Allan Hammershøj, Emil Heinze,Gert SkovPetersen& PeterMichael Nielsen

What problem does your startup solve?
PaciniMedicoenableshealth careproviders to do verycost effective treatment of chronic pain, mental  
health and related diseases at very large scale anytime, anywhere. Hence a solution to manage  
increasing healthcare cost and lack of personell. PaciniMedicocombines documented properties of the  
Pacinian Corpuscles, the Vagus Nerve and pain sensory mechanisms of the brain with engineering and  
cloud-based software in apatented solution to relieve for e.g.chronic pain,depression.

What led you to start your company?
Tohelp people with chronic diseasesgetting backto life!

How is your company supported?

Bootstrapped and publicgrants.

http://www.pacinimedico.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Thing takes time. The resistance to innovation can take many shapes and forms. It  
takes tremendous people andfinancial efforts to makereal andsustainable changes  
to public andprivate health caresystems.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Tolaunch off- and online evidencebasedchronic pain and mental health treatments as  
aserviceto doctors andpatients anywhere andanytime.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Market size,innovation incentives andresistance to innovation.



Robotto
www.robotto.dk

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2019
Founders Names: Jacobo Domingo, Kenneth Geipel, Lucas de Paula, IuliuNovac

DeepTech/Hardware
Showcasing

What problem does your startup solve?
Wildfires are an uprising problem. Current wildfire data gathering is time consuming and provides  
inaccurate data. Moreover, the lack of autonomous systems rids the agencies fighting this of highly  
valuable tools that could improve their methods. An autonomous wildfire recon andanalytics drone. An  
out-of-box method of data gathering and monitoring in regards to the size, location, intensity and  
direction of the wildfire. It will remove the needfor anoperator andreducetime consumption.

What led you to start your company?
Thebusinesstraction we gainedfrom our final bachelor project combined with  
the drive to create ancompany focusedon autonomous robotic systems.

How is your company supported?

Sofar it hasbeenBootstrapped andwe arelooking into Government Grants andFunds.

http://www.robotto.dk/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Learninghow build a businessaround aproduct andanidea.Aswe areall engineers,we havehad  
major takeaways on our different business experiences so far including pitching, networking,  
market analysis,businessmodels andoverall knowing about your product andits strengths.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Wewant to pursue someinvestment in order finalize our prototype and we arehighly focused  
on our customer outreach to try andgoto market assoonaspossible.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

TheNordics arewidely focused in innovation andtechnology, which turns into many  
initiatives, conferences, funds and all forms of help in order to aid startups in their  
path to building a successful business. The biggest challenge is probably how to  
grow aninternational reputation coming from asmaller country asopposedto other  
places like the US orEurope.



Dixa
www.dixa.com

Startup Services
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2015
Founders Names: Mads Fosselius and JacobVous

What problem does your startup solve?
People have become accustomed to bad customer service, which companies deliver due to using  
too many systems. The use of tickets makes everything worse. The result of which are customers  
churning, loss of new business & inefficiency. A single system that enables a company to talk to  
their customers on anychannel, making it aseasyto communicate with customers aswith friends.  
That means having a natural, continuous conversation and never reducing people to a ticket  
number.

What led you to start your company?
Peoplehavebecomeaccustomed to badcustomer service,which companies deliver dueto using too many  
systems. The use of tickets makes everything worse. The result of which are customers churning, loss of  
new business & inefficiency. A single system that enables a company to talk to their customers on any  
channel,making it aseasyto communicate with customers aswith friends. That meanshaving a natural,  
continuous conversation andneverreducing people to a ticket number.

How is your company supported?
Private investors, VentureCapital.

http://www.dixa.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

What is next on the horizon for you?
The coming year has some interesting topics coming up. Besides further strengthening our already  
strong culture with lots of new talented people it is to ensureafurther expansion into international  
markets like UK,Germanyand US.But also to ensurethat Dixa through innovation leads the start of  
the conversational tech category with othes like Drift, Hubspot andIntercom.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Benefits is the strong infrastructure and the attractiveness of the country and Copenhagenie  
attractive talent from acrossthe world ispossible.



Prezentor
www.prezentor.com

Startup Services
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2013
Founders Names: MikkelFilskov

What problem does your startup solve?
Prezentor makes it easy for B2B sales reps to uncover customer needs and expectations through interactive sales  material. 
Prezentor makes it easy to provide a highly customised experience, showing how your product/service will  create value 
to the customer, without needing to prepare a single powerpoint. Prezentor provides unique customer  insights that help
marketing create better salesmaterial, salesrepsto qualify their leads faster and salesmanagement to  coach their teams 
based on behaviour instead of theory and guessing games.Prezentor bring companies closer to their  customers.

What led you to start your company?
Our founder wasanentrepeneur that didn't like to sell. Which made him dream about atool that would  
help him sell smarter. So he created a platform that gathered all his sales content in one place,  
interactive salespresentations for abetter dialogue, and tracking on sent material sohecould qualify his  
customers better andtalk about the things that heknew were most relevant to them.

How is your company supported?
Private investors, Business AngelInvestors.

http://www.prezentor.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Don't try to changeyour users'habits. Instead maketheir current habits either easier,  
faster or redundant. That's how youget happyusers!

What is next on the horizon for you?

Expandinginternationally andoptimising our online sales.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

The startup infrastructure andsupport from state owned organisations.



TridaMedia
www.trida.media

Startup Services
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2018
Founders Names:Theis Berthelsen, Rico Nielsen

What problem does your startup solve?
A new technology is emerging. With the power to immerse people with brands andproducts in  a
completely new way. However,not many know how to create agood userexperiencein sucha  
drastically new environment as XR. By creating fun experiences that come to life before your  eyes. 
Either in the form of avideo,where youcanlook around freely, anARappthat enablesyou  to try on
clothes you havenot evenbought yet or anentire world you caninteract with in VR.

What led you to start your company?

Thecontent that arebeing produced today havevarying degrees of quality. Wewant to  
raisethe bar anddeliver quality content for a wide rangeof clients.

How is your company supported?

Wehaveastrong network and areactively working on projects in partnership with other companies.

http://www.trida.media/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?
Clients most often do not know what they want. They needguidanceon the whole  
journey of their project, andwe candeliver that through our consulting experience.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Our next project takes us to Greenland, where we will record 360 video for a VR  
installation about the norse settlements and the mysteries behind their disappearance,  
in anattempt to boost tourism andtell the story about the norsemenon the Island.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Havinga VRstartup in the Nordic isverybeneficial, the community israther small and  
most people know eachother so within the tech world its easy to get the assistance  
needed or just share knowledge. Furthermore on a general basis people are rather  
accepting towards new technology, which makesadaption easier.

A challenge is always communication, even though the positive attitude towards  
technology alot of people still struggle to understand immersive technology asit is so  
different from what they areusedto.



Lumebot
www.lumebot.com

Automation
Showcasing

Country: Estonia  
When Founded:2019
Founders Names: Andres Kõiva- CEO,KasparKikerpill - COO,JuhanViik - CPO,SiimMedijainen - CTO

What problem does your startup solve?
The coreproblem with snow removal industry isthat it isreactive,not proactive.
Constant snowfall makesit impossible for serviceproviders to beeverywhereat once. Heavy (and $$$)machinery is used  to 
react to conditions, not to prevent them. Lumebot self-driving street cleaning robots are more than 10x cheaper to  make 
than today's heavy machinery. This allows each parking lot to have a dedicated street cleaning robot. Through  continuous
work, it isable to keepthe parking lot clean24/7.

What led you to start your company?
Lumebot team participated in product development competition called CleveronChallenge  
where the goal was to build a autonomous snow removal robot for home customer. From  
the beginning we planned to build it for B2Bmarket. During the competition it appearedwe  
havegreat team dynamicswhich resulted in founding Lumebot.

How is your company supported?
Westarted the company bybootstrapping. In four months we receivedangel  
investment fromSuperangel in Estonia.

http://www.lumebot.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

You can´t predict what customer wants, you haveto askit from them.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Wearefocusing to bring our serviceto the market. Our servicefor snow removal with autonomous  
robots starts in November this year in Tallinn, Estonia. Besides that we are preparing to enter  
Scandinavianmarket to start piloting our servicenext yearin Finland, Swedenor Norway.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Wearelocated in Estonia. Estonia is great place for developing robots becausewe havesome  
success stories already and they are willing to help us along the way. Our robotics  
predecessorsin Estonia havedone great work in legislation aswell sowe canbring our robots  
to the streets. Estonia has great startup ecosystem as well. We have all four seasons in  
Estoniathat helps usto developrobots for extreme weather conditions.



SIFR
www.sifr.ai

Country: Estonia  
When Founded:2017
Founders Names: TaaviTammiste, KarenKangro Burnds,Meelis Viiding.

What problem does your startup solve?

Automation
Showcasing

What led you to start your company?

The need to democratizeAI.

How is your company supported?

Bootstrapped, raising preseedround.

http://www.sifr.ai/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Startup success isabout havinga diverseandgoodteam.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Computer vision productdevelopment.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Theecosystemis small enoughthat it is easyto network but sometimes difficult to sell.



Yanu
www.yanu.ai

Automation
Showcasing

Country: Estonia  
When Founded: 2016
Founders Names: AlanAdojaan

What problem does your startup solve?
Wehavedesignedanautonomous bartending unit that is considerably faster and more capable  
than the regular human workforce in that position. With several advantages,it breaksthrough  
the usual bartending bottlenecks andturns lossesinto profits. Our solution: 1.A leaner serving  
process. 2. Decreased labour costs. 3. Increased productivity. 4. 25% increase in weekly  operating
hours dueto more flexible operating/ run-time. 5.Lowerrent fees.

What led you to start your company?
Beenworking in the serviceandbartending businessfor 15yearsareal needfor optimizing the  

processandautomation brought me to invent new solutions for the sector.

How is your company supported?

http://www.yanu.ai/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Bewisewith the funds, focusedon the people andfocused24/7.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Our main focus now is on finishing the prototype andoptimizing it for industrial  
production.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

Main benefits aredefinitely the electronic state andthe easeof bureaucracyhere,doing taxes  
in 10 minutes and registering a company in 5. The benefits of modern e-government make  
things somuch easier.Challengesaremostly the lack of workforce andspecialists andquite a  
high cost of living anddoing businessat the peakof economy right now.



cphnano
www.cphnano.com

Agri-foodtech
Showcasing

Country: Denmark  
When Founded:2015
Founders Names: Emil Højlund-Nielsen,Thomas Tølbøl Sørensen

What problem does your startup solve?
The current paradigm of the analytical industry is centered on instrumentation and optimizing equipment  
proceduresthat havebeenchangingverylittle over the years.Instrumentation is expensiveandit often takes  
dedicated staff to run it. Wedevelop new servicesfor education, academiaandindustry similar to the modern  
usage of plastic disposables in hospitals and medical clinics, where trusted measurements can be made by  
everybody,everywherewithout upfront investment in equipment.

What led you to start your company?

A mature nanotechnology platform in auniversity lab that wasnot  
commercialised. Someone had todo it.

How is your company supported?

Privateinvestors via crowdfunding, BusinessAngel Investment, Bootstrapping, Softfunding.

http://www.cphnano.com/


What has been the most important learning on your startup journey, thus far?

Cashisking. Everythingelseissecondarythe first three years.

What is next on the horizon for you?

Newmarkets.

If your startup is located in the Nordics, what, in your opinion,  
are the main benefits and challenges of being a startup here?

The main benefit isthe working culture here.Thelack of sufficient capital  
for hard-tech startups isthe main challenge.




